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We are “AIR FORCE.”
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UNITED STATES AIR FORCE (USAF) CORE VALUES
INTEGRITY FIRST
SERVICE BEFORE SELF
EXCELLENCE IN ALL WE DO

USAF BIRTH DATE
September 18TH, 1947
Welcome to the Air Force Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps (AFJROTC)! You will receive
training in many areas such as leadership, aerospace science, teamwork, discipline, responsibility,
drill, self-confidence, and physical training (PT) through training packages and books developed
and prepared by the United States Air Force (USAF).
AFJROTC PROGRAM BENEFITS:
1. For actively participating cadets, the greatest benefits are growth and development into betterinformed, more-responsible citizens and leaders. The CA-20062 Cadet Group is run as a leadership
laboratory. Cadets who demonstrate potential are given increased responsibility and leadership roles.
2. If attending college and desiring to participate in ROTC at the college level, AFJROTC cadets have
a competitive advantage over the general population in earning AFROTC scholarships as a high
school senior.
3. Should cadets choose to enter the military service after graduation from high school, they may enter
any of the services up to two pay grades higher than other enlistees, providing that they have
successfully completed at least three years of Aerospace Science. A cadet can make several hundred
dollars more a month over regular enlistees.
4. Students who complete two years of the Aerospace Science program may receive one semester of
college credit towards the senior (college) ROTC General Military Course (GMC). Students who
complete three years may receive credit for a full year of the ROTC GMC.
5. Assistance and information are provided regarding application for all Armed Service Academies and
all Senior ROTC Scholarships. College-bound cadets are counseled on ways to enhance their
competitiveness for scholarships and college admissions.

“Nothing could be worse than the fear that one had given up too soon,
and left one unexpended effort that might have saved the world”
(Jane Addams)
NEVER QUIT!
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MISSION
The Air Force Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps (AFJROTC) mission is to “Develop citizens of
character dedicated to serving their nation and community.”
GOALS
The goals of the AFJROTC program are to instill values of citizenship, service to the United States,
personal responsibility, and sense of accomplishment in high school students.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of AFJROTC are to educate and train high school cadets in citizenship; promote
community service; instill responsibility, character, and self-discipline; and provide instruction in air and
space fundamentals.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The National Defense Act of 1916 authorized the first JROTC units. The 88th Congress of the
United States through Public Law 88-647 established the Air Force Junior Reserve Officer Training
Corps (AFJROTC) program on October 13, 1964. With a modest beginning of 20 units in 1966, Air
Force Junior ROTC has grown to over 800 units throughout the world. AFJROTC unit started here at
Robert Fulton College Preparatory School in September of 2006; naming the AFJROTC unit, CA20062. CA: for California. 2006: for year of establishment. 2: for being the second unit established that
following year.
AFJROTC offers positive role models and a place to belong, excel and be rewarded. Cadets
have a positive educational experience in which they are encouraged to graduate and pursue higher
educational opportunities. Additionally, AFJROTC teaches the important values of citizenship, selfesteem, self-respect, service to the community, pride in belonging, self-discipline, and personal family
and social responsibility. A strong message of saying “no” to drugs and gangs is part of the program.
We also offer post-high school opportunities in the way of enlistment with enhanced rank and college
scholarship opportunities. In addition to learning drill and ceremonies, cadets will learn about aviation
and space technology.
PROHIBITION ON PHYSICAL DISCIPLINE AND HAZING
Any form of hazing, whether verbal or physical, will not be tolerated within any AFJROTC unit or
activity. In addition, requiring cadets, individually or as a group, to perform any physical action as a
reprimand, punishment, or for failure to perform will also not be tolerated.
1. Examples of prohibited physical activities include, but are not limited to: push-ups, running laps, or
any inappropriate physical contact such as shoving, pulling or grabbing.
2. Any form of verbal abuse, teasing, public rebuke or any attempt to otherwise humiliate a cadet is
prohibited.
3. This prohibition is applicable to all AFJROTC unit activities, and includes instructors, cadets and any
personnel involved with or participating in an AFJROTC unit or activity.
ENROLLMENT CRITERIA
The following criteria must be met to enroll into the CA-20062 AFJROTC program:
1. Must be a full time student in good standing at Robert Fulton College Preparatory School.
2. Be at least a ninth grader or entering the ninth grade in the fall.
3. Be of good moral character.
4. Be able to participate in AFJROTC health/wellness program and drill. (Unless notified by a
guardian/doctor)
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5. Be willing to complete three hours of community service per semester (fund-raisers, parking details,
color guard, etc.).
6. Must wear the AFJROTC and school uniforms properly.
7. Must understand that the final responsibility for success or failure belongs to the student.

*THERE IS NO MILITARY SERVICE OBLIGATION FOR AFJROTC ENROLLMENT*
DISENROLLMENT CRITERIA
The Senior Aerospace Science Instructor (SASI) or Aerospace Science Instructor (ASI) with the
concurrence of the Principal, Robert Fulton College Preparatory School, can dis-enroll, with no
academic and military training credit, any cadet who DOES NOT:
1. Wear the AFJROTC uniform
- Cadets cannot have any more than 3 unexcused “Failure to Wear Uniform” violations during
either semester
- Cadets will receive a zero grade for all unexcused “Failure to Wear Uniform” violations when
directed to wear it by the SASI/ASI
2. Pass the AFJROTC aerospace science course at the end-of-semester grading period
- The SASI/ASI will approve continued enrollment on a space available basis, with no military
training credit, for failed courses
3. Meet personal appearance and uniform standards, after sufficient attempts to correct the deficiencies
by the SASI, ASI, and senior cadets
- Instructor will immediately notify parents of these deficiencies
- Cadets will not wear the uniform if they do not meet uniform and personal appearance standards
and will receive a zero for the uniform and personal appearance inspection
4. Abide by Robert Fulton College Preparatory School student rules of behavior
- History of suspensions and expulsions are adequate reasons for program disenrollment
5. Establish a positive record of behavior in the community
- Instances of misconduct will be reviewed by the Cadet Disciplinary Review Board (CDRB) and
evaluated by the SASI/ASI to determine appropriate actions to be taken
6. Maintain a minimum 2.0 overall Grade Point Average (GPA) during any grading period.
- Cadet who falls below a 2.0 GPA will be placed on academic probation and be encouraged to
take every opportunity available to remedy the subpar academic standings
- If cadet fails to show progress during the following grading period, the SASI/ASI will make the
disenrollment determination recommendation to the principal
7. Follow classroom and behavior rules and show a positive attitude towards training and learning
8. Strive to live by the Cadet Code of Conduct, Honor Code, and Code of Ethics
CADET CONTRACT-MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (M.O.U.)
Upon enrollment into the program, all cadets will complete CA-20062 Form 2, the Cadet
Memorandum of Understanding (M.O.U.). The M.O.U. is a contract that lists the rules and
requirements that every cadet must follow. Each cadet must review the M.O.U. with their
parent/guardian, and then both parties will sign in the appropriate signature block. The rules of the
M.O.U are as follows:
1. Follow all directions and policies outlined in the Cadet Guide and given by the Senior
Aerospace Science Instructor (SASI) and Aerospace Science Instructor (ASI).
2. Be on time to class and in formation prior to the tardy bell.
3. Come prepared to class daily, bringing the following required items: Note paper, pen, and
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pencil with eraser, and cadet guide (once issued to you.)
4. Be prepared to learn – have studied, completed all assignments, and participate in all
classroom activities.
5. Be recognized before speaking, by raising a cupped hand, and remain quiet and courteous
and listen to those who are speaking (Exception: Standing not required during class
instruction/discussion.)
6. Stand up when speaking to SASI/ASI, administrators, guest speakers, teachers and adults if
they are standing (Exception: Standing not required during class instruction/discussion.)
7. Show proper respect to the United States Flag, SASI/ASI/administrators/teachers, and higher
ranking cadets.
8. Not damage any Air Force property, school property or property of others.
9. At the end of the period, check around your desk and remove any trash that may have
accumulated during the period and dispose of it when leaving or as directed.
10. Wear designated AFJROTC uniform of the day as directed. I understand that THREE or
more unexcused “failure to wear uniform” in any semester can result in disenrollment, an
AFJROTC course failing grade, and no military training credit.
11. Maintain and care for my assigned AFJROTC uniform; maintain my hair and personal
appearance within standards while wearing the uniform. I understand if I cannot meet these
standards that I will not wear the uniform and that I will receive a zero grade for my uniform
inspection for failure to wear the uniform.
12. Abide by Robert Fulton College Preparatory School and community rules of behavior and
will refrain from behavior that will discredit the school or the AFJROTC program.
13. Accept financial responsibility for all issued uniform, books, and equipment items.
14. Strive to meet all Robert Fulton College Preparatory School rules, standards, and policies.
15. Turn in government issued uniform(s) after having them properly cleaned when directed to
do so.
CADET CODE OF CONDUCT: HONOR CODE AND CODE OF ETHICS
The Honor Code and the Code of Ethics are closely related and supplement each other. Together they
make up the Cadet Code of Conduct. This code serves as a guide for cadets as they strive to become
productive citizens in a society with demanding and seemingly conflicting standards and questionable
role models. Cadets should live by these codes and encourage other cadets to also live by them to the
best of their ability.
HONOR CODE
The Cadet Honor Code is as follows:
“I will not Lie, Cheat, or Steal nor Tolerate anyone amongst us who does.”
These words are simple, but tough rules to live by as reflected in the troubling and alarming number of
students who freely admit they cheat in school. However, these words are specific and clear in their
demands and are still relevant in our society. A cadet should be HONEST in both words and deeds. A
cadet should answer honestly at all times, should do their own work, and should assist others to
cooperate to meet common goals. Trustworthiness not just in battle, but throughout life is not only
noble, but also necessary for the welfare and continued existence of our civilized society. The code
requires self-control and a conscious effort to not take the easy road for short-term success, but to take
the hard road for long-term success. Eventually, living by the code will become an ingrained habit of
the cadet’s total lifestyle. The Honor Code stresses that lying, cheating, or stealing is not tolerated and
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that HONOR is a noble, moral standard that is the essence of our Corps and our civilized society.
CODE OF ETHICS
The Code of Ethics is a set of guidelines that cadets will follow to ensure correct behavior in the
program. Cadets WILL:
1. Be a loyal, law-abiding member of the United States of America.
2. Respect their parents, school staff, teachers, and community leaders.
3. Refrain from any act or derogatory word(s) that would discredit them, family, school, or Corps.
Vulgar conduct and language is not socially acceptable and hinders effective communication.
4. Dedicate themselves to succeed in academics, athletics, extracurricular activities, and work.
5. Perform all assigned duties and meet all obligations.
6. Exhibit self-respect, self-control, and good behavior.
7. Be honest and understand that honorable failure is better than success through unfair means.
8. Be proud of their uniform and commitment to AFJROTC which sets them apart from other students.
9. Be an exemplary role model with high standards of conduct.
10. Respect other cadets and follow the directions of higher ranking cadets.
11. Place the good of the Corps ahead of personal gain.
GENERAL ORDERS
General Orders are lawful instructions that will be followed during any event or activity. They are as
follows:
General Order 1 – I will not abandon my post until I am relieved of duty.
General Order 2 – I will follow all lawful special orders of those who are appointed over me.
General Order 3 – I will perform all of my assigned duties in a professional military manner.
General Order 4 – I will report any violations of my special orders, emergencies, and anything not
covered in my instructions, to the Cadet in Charge (CIC) or supervising instructor.
General Order 5 – I will account for and protect all equipment that is issued to me to perform
my duties.
ORGANIZATION
The Cadet Corps is organized as a Cadet Operations Corps. Within the corps are five flights. Flights
are created from each AFJROTC class period. Generally speaking, the flights are labeled as follows:
Alpha-Period 0, Bravo-Period 1, Charlie-Period 2, Delta-Period 3, Echo-Period 4. The Cadet Corps is
organized to give each cadet experience in positions of leadership, command, and management as the
cadet progresses in the program. Upward progression in rank and responsibility serves to motivate each
cadet to do their best.

The key question you must always ask yourself: “What is the right thing to do?”
(F.A. Manske)
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CLASSROOM (FLIGHT) PROCEDURES
AFJROTC class periods are called flights and are structured differently from other classrooms. Each
cadet will be assigned a desk based on the element to which they are assigned. Unless there is an urgent
need to see an instructor, cadets will remain outside of classroom until brought in by the Flight Sergeant.
The following explanation details the flight starting procedures:
Flight Preparation:
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE FLIGHT CHIEF AND THE FLIGHT SERGEANT ARRIVE EARLY
ENOUGH TO CARRY OUT THEIR ASSIGNED DUTIES—THEY SHOULD BE THE FIRST ONES TO
REPORT FOR DUTY (LEAD BY EXAMPLE).
Before the class bell rings, the Flight Chief and Flight Sergeant will enter the classroom for flight
preparations. The Flight Chief will remove any notes attached to the flight clipboard then hand the
clipboard to the Flight Sergeant. The Flight Sergeant will head outside to establish the first flight
formation. The Flight Chief will take the command position in the front of the classroom, review all
notes to disseminate, and prepare to receive their flight.
Flight Accountability (Rollcall procedures):
As soon as the tardy bell rings, the Flight Sergeant will give the command “FALL IN” to place the
flight into Line formation. Each cadet will fall into the established formation for roll-call. The Flight
Sergeant will take roll using the flight roll sheet. Once roll has been taken, the Flight Sergeant will
bring the class into the room using the “Column of Files” drill procedure and ensure the door is shut
when all have entered. Flight Sergeant will remain by door and cadets will remain at attention behind
their seats.
Pledge of Allegiance:
The Flight Commander will take control of the flight by giving informational command “AT MY
COMMAND” then lead them in the Pledge of Allegiance as follows: give command “Face FLAG” to
ensure flight is facing toward the US Flag; next command “Present ARMS” so cadets not in uniform
will place their hands over their hearts; finally command “Ready Begin” to sync all cadets in the pledge.
At the end of the Pledge of Allegiance, give the following commands: “Order ARMS. FACE”; this
will put cadets back at attention and facing forward.
Flight Sergeant Report:
The Flight Sergeant will report the status to the Flight Chief as follows:
1. Flight Chief commands “Flight Sergeant, REPORT STATUS”
2. Flight Sergeant marches to front of classroom, comes to attention facing the Flight Chief,
salutes, and reports number of cadets missing, tardy, and present for duty
(Example: “Sir/Ma’am, two absent, one tardy, all others present and accounted for.”)
3. Flight Chief returns salute then Flight Sergeant drops salute
4. Flight Sergeant hands clip board to Flight Chief who receives it with left hand
Posting Guidon
The Flight Chief will command the Guidon Bearer (Flight Sergeant if Guidon Bearer not assigned) to
“Post GUIDON.” The Guidon Bearer (Flight Sergeant) will march to Guidon stand, come to
attention, salute the Honor Flight Guidon, remove Guidon and place it in its storage location. Once the
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Flight Guidon is posted, the Flight Chief will command the Flight Sergeant and Guidon Bearer to
“POST.” The Flight Sergeant will take the Flight Chief position facing the flight and enforce all
standards as stated in the MOU and drill protocol; the Guidon Bearer returns to his or her seat.
Flight Chief Report
After commanding Flight Sergeant and Guidon Bearer to post, report to the instructor of the day as
follows:
1. Face about and march to the instructor/staff office entrance.
2. Knock once on green wooden cabinet and wait for an answer to enter.
3. March in and position on the double green tile in center of the office.
4. Salute and give the following reporting statement: “Sir, cadet (your cadet rank and last name)
Reports as ordered.”
5. After instructor returns salute, drop your salute and report status using the same statement format
the Flight Sergeant used; remain at attention unless told otherwise.
6. Hand clip board to the instructor and request your orders/instructions for the day (ex. “Sir, what
are my orders”).
7. Receive orders/instructions then wait to be dismissed
8. Come to Attention (if not already), salute instructor and wait for instructor to return salute before
dropping yours.
9. March out of the office using the most direct path.
Taking Seats
After the Flight Chief exits the instructor office, command the Flight Sergeant to “POST”, Flight
Sergeant returns to their assigned seat. The Flight Chief will now command the flight to “Take Seats”
and, when satisfied with the conduct of the flight, will give the command “At-Ease.” The Flight Chief
delivers orders of the day to the flight. The Flight Chief will then prepare the flight for the arrival of the
instructor. Flight Chief will call the flight to attention when the instructor arrives.
Procedures for Late Arrivals
Cadets entering the classroom after the class has started will enter sharply, face the Flight Chief, and
render a sharp salute and ask to join the class by stating: “Sir/Ma’am, Cadet __________ requests
permission to join the flight.” Hold salute until the Flight Chief returns the salute and provides further
instruction. Note: Any unexcused tardiness will be documented in the cadet record (i.e. Unfavorable
Information File) by the respective Element Leader and endorsed by the instructor.
End of Class
Five minutes prior to the end of class, instructor will return control to the Flight Chief. The
Flight Chief will ensure areas are policed of trash and out of place items and prepare the class for
dismissal. Within one minute of the end of class, the Flight Chief will command the flight to attention
then command the Guidon Bearer (Flight Sergeant) to retire the Guidon; retire Guidon in reverse order it
was posted. When the closing bell rings, the Flight Chief will dismiss the flight--all cadets will shout
out: “NEVER QUIT!” then collect all belongings then leave.

CADET COMMAND AND SUPPORT STAFF REQUIREMENTS
The cadet command and support staffs are organized to provide the maximum opportunity to learn and
exercise various leadership roles for each cadet. To become a leader, it is very important that you learn
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to follow. As you build experience and knowledge, it is expected you will advance in both rank and
position. However, there is a limited number of leadership positions, so they must be earned based upon
the best leadership potential. The cadet command staff is composed of the most experienced, dedicated,
and best-trained cadets in the corps. The most dedicated cadets win the top leadership positions.
Accordingly, the cadet support staff is expected to assume a good deal of responsibility in running the
corps. They all must communicate weekly about their assigned duties and responsibilities to their
superiors. One cannot lead if they cannot follow. All cadets must cooperate with and fully support the
cadet command and support staff in order to have an outstanding unit. Failure of any staff officer/NCO
to aggressively carry out their duties will result in removal from not only their staff position, but
potential reduction of their rank.
Cadet command staff and support staff members must maintain a 2.5 GPA or higher. At the first grading
period, if one of the above cadets is below the minimum, he/she will be put on probation until the next
grading period. Failure to maintain the required GPA could result in removing the cadet from the
position and corresponding rank. (Rank and/or position removal or probation is at the discretion of the
SASI/ASI).
CADET BASIC DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Basic duties and responsibilities for cadets are outlined below. Each cadet is expected to seek out the
necessary materials which will make their job run smoothly. The primary leadership responsibility for
each Cadet Officer, Cadet Senior Noncommissioned Officer and Cadet Noncommissioned Officer is to
set the standards of performance in everything they do.
a. Each cadet is responsible for conducting themselves in a manner to reflect credit upon
themselves, the AFJROTC unit and their school. Since cadets wear the uniform once a week,
their actions also reflect on the Air Force and the United States. Whether in the AFJROTC
uniform or not, cadets are responsible for maintaining rules and regulations of the unit and
school, and for carrying out instructions and orders of their superiors to the best of their ability.
b. Cadets, Officers, and Staff NCOs: Cadets have been promoted and selected for unit assignments
based upon demonstrated performance, active participation, a positive attitude and continued
enthusiasm. Leadership by example is required in order to advance or remain in unit leadership
positions. Cadet Officers and Staff NCOs are expected to set the example for junior cadets. The
responsibilities of leadership must be accepted before the privileges of rank can be enjoyed.
Extra effort and time is required. It is expected from everyone to update to their superiors on a
weekly basis; there is always something to talk about. Those selected for promotion but not
willing to accept the increased responsibilities and requirements must decline promotion.
CADET CHAIN OF COMMAND
The chain of command is the primary channel of communication throughout the unit. The
communication system must be a two-way channel with information flowing both up and down the
chain of command (with exceptions). Information flows from the SASI/ASI and corps commander
through the unit to the individual cadets and from the cadet up the same system to the corps commander
and the instructors. Here is the chain of command:
 Senior Aerospace Science Instructor (SASI)
 Aerospace Science Instructor (ASI)
 Special Assistant to the SASI/ASI (if position filled)
 Corps Commander
 Operations Officer
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Respective Flight Chief
Respective Flight Sergeant
Respective Element Leader
Cadet in respective Flights

The Organization chart (Figure 1) lays out the entire cadet operations corps structure. The Unit
Manning Document (Figure 2) shows the maximum allowable rank for each duty position.
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Figure 1 - CA-20062 Cadet Operations Corps
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Figure 2 - CA-20062 Unit Manning Document (UMD)

Function
Corps

Flight

Element

Position Title
Special Assistant

(Beginning
Temp Rank) Maximum Rank
N/A
Cadet Col

Commander

(C/Major)

Cadet Col

1

First Sergeant

(C/MSgt)

Cadet CMSgt

1

Operations Officer

(C/1Lt)

Cadet Major

1

Logistics Officer

(C/2Lt)

Cadet Capt

1

Mission Support Officer

(C/2Lt)

Cadet Capt

1

NCOIC, Operations

(C/TSgt)

Cadet SMSgt

1

NCOIC, Logistics

(C/TSgt)

Cadet SMSgt

1

NCOIC, Mission Support

(C/TSgt)

Cadet SMSgt

1

Flight Chief

(C/SSgt)

Cadet MSgt

5

Flight Sergeant

(C/SrA)

Cadet TSgt

5

Flight Guide

(C/A1C)

Cadet SSgt

5

Element Leader

(C/A1C)

Cadet SSgt

20

Assistant Element Leader

N/A

Cadet SrA

20

“Even though you’re on the right track – you’ll get run over if you just sit there.”
(Will Rogers, famous, but old cowboy)
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CADET JOB DESCRIPTIONS
Command Staff Jobs:
Cadet Special Assistant (CSA)
The cadet special assistant position is reserved for cadets who previously served as corps commander.
(The position will not always be filled; when it is vacant, the duties will be disbursed among the
command staff.)
The CSA is responsible for:
1. Serving as a key advisor to the SASI, ASI, and corps commander on the day-to-day administration
of the cadet corps activities according to U.S Air Force principles and procedures.
2. Advising and assisting the president of all board/committees.
3. Serving as the unit Inspector General (IG). In this role, he/she will:
 investigate all substantial cadet complaints and alleged acts of serious misconduct by any
member of the corps staff and provide his/her findings to the SASI (ASI when CSA position
vacant)
 prepare the unit for and assist in accomplishing the annual HQ AFJROTC inspection. (corps
commander when CSA position vacant)
 Ensure unit compliance of all inspection items. (cadet operations officer when CSA position
vacant)
4. Maintaining bulletin boards dealing with general administrative matters, such as current unit
organizational charts, administrative directives, etc.
5. Performing all duties assigned by the SASI..
Cadet Corps Commander
The cadet corps commander is responsible for:
1. The appearance, discipline, efficiency, training, well-being, safety, and conduct of the cadet corps.
2. Supervising/directing all cadet programs, including but not limited to: operations, events, logistics
management, personnel management, public affairs, honor guard, and financial management duties.
3. Ensuring all members of the cadet corps have the opportunity to develop leadership skills.
4. Administering cadet corps activities according to U.S. Air Force principles and procedures.
5. Conducting a bi-monthly (minimum) cadet staff meeting and briefing the SASI and ASI on all group
activities.
6. Providing recommendations for cadet evaluation, awards and promotions to the SASI. The SASI
will be the final approval authority for these actions.
7. Serving as president of all board/committees, and having the power to delegate board president
responsibilities to other command staff members.
8. Ensuring unit compliance of all inspection items. (When CSA position is vacant.)
9. Approving the name of the Cadet-in-Charge (CIC) of each event undertaken by the unit.
10. Assisting the SASI/ASI in managing the cadet activity fund. (when CSA position is vacant.)
11. Supervising, controlling, and coordinating the financial aspects of all unit fund raising activities.
(when CSA position is vacant.)
12. Assigning duties to subordinates and evaluating their work for compliance and quality.
13. Evaluating and rating the command staff members on their performance.
14. Performing or delegating other duties and projects assigned by the SASI.
15. Providing continuity information for the future corps commander.
16. Performing other duties as assigned by the SASI/ASI.
“Effective leaders bring out the best in people by stimulating them to achieve what they thought was impossible.”
(F.A Manske)
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Cadet Operations Officer
The cadet operations officer is responsible for:
1. Taking command of the corps during the absence of the corps commander.
2. Supervising, training, and evaluating the NCOIC of cadet operations.
3. Advising and assisting the president of all board/committees, and may serve as the president of a
board or committee.
4. Preparing a list of deficient cadets, as identified by flight chiefs, for SASI/ASI and notifying cadets
through flight chiefs of probation status; recommending possible corrective actions.
5. Briefing corps commander and instructors on status pertaining to assigned responsibilities, activities
and problem areas.
6. The appearance, discipline, training, and conduct of the cadets who make up all flights.
7. Ensuring that all cadet members of all flights and the operations NCOIC have the opportunity to
develop leadership skills commensurate with their individual abilities.
8. Observing, evaluating, and rating flight chiefs and recommending capable and loyal cadets for
promotion.
9. Maintaining proficiency in military drill as set forth in the Air Force Drill and Ceremonies Manual.
10. Training flight chiefs on their duties and responsibilities.
11. Overseeing military uniform inspections.
12. Taking control and working with the mission support officer on projects and programs, including a
special awards event involving the solicitation and receipt of national AFJROTC awards and the
selection and presentation of AFJROTC awards to deserving cadets and units.
13. Concurring with flight chief requests for issuing ABU uniforms to deserving second, third and fourth
year cadets.
14. Reporting any disciplinary actions to the corps commander.
15. The planning, coordinating, and execution of all special activities and events.
16. Supervising the designated event Cadet-in-Charge (CIC) during the execution of any special project;
ensuring all cadets are properly trained and the operations is successfully completed.
17. Assisting event CICs with submitting after-action reports on all special activities or events to provide
continuity of operations and suggest improvement areas.
18. Maintaining a vibrant recruiting and fundraising programs where cadets are recruited and retained to
have a viable AFJROTC program and sufficient funds are available to support planned cadet
activities.
19. Establishing operating procedures and continuity folders for recruiting CIC, honor guard CIC,
fundraising CIC and physical training manager.
20. Training and supervising recruiting CIC, honor guard CIC, fundraising CIC and physical training
manager on assigned duties.
21. Performing other duties as assigned by the corps commander, special assistant or SASI/ASI.
Cadet Logistics Officer
The cadet logistics officer is responsible for:
1. The appearance, discipline, effectiveness, training, and conduct of the logistic NCOIC and logistics
assistants.
2. Coordinating all logistical support for the CA-20062 unit.
3. Ensuring proper and timely issuing and receiving of all cadet uniforms when required during the
school year.
4. Reporting the status and any discrepancies or uniform shortfalls to the corps commander and ASI on
a periodic basis.
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5. Ensuring correctness of the proper paperwork to order, receive, stock, survey, and dispose of
military uniforms as directed by the ASI.
6. Ensuring correct tracking of all uniform items in the WINGS inventory database.
7. Ensuring the cleanliness and organization of the uniform room, the equipment vault (closet), office
supply cabinets, and all other supply/logistics areas.
8. Briefing the corps commander and SASI/ASI on uniform status.
9. Ensuring the accuracy of the unit logistic inventory on a monthly basis or as required by the corps
commander and/or SASI/ASI.
10. Overseeing tracking of all equipment items using inventory provided by the ASI and/or as contained
in WINGS.
11. Overseeing inventory and management of all AFJROTC textbooks and multimedia (Videos, DVDs,
etc.)
12. Overseeing establishment of inventory and control procedures of replica rifles and special teams’
equipment.
13. Overseeing establishment of maintaining a catalog of VCR/DVD’s.
14. Overseeing monthly inventory review or as directed by the corps commander and/or SASI/ASI.
15. Performing other duties as assigned by the corps commander, special assistant, or SASI/ASI.
Cadet Mission Support Officer
The cadet mission support officer is responsible for:
1. The appearance, discipline, effectiveness, training, and conduct of the mission support NCOIC and
mission support assistants.
2. Authenticating, publishing, distributing, and filing all administrative publications and special orders
of the unit.
3. Establishing and maintaining cadet personnel records on all cadets and ensuring data is inputted into
WINGS.
4. Processing all cadet information on new and returning cadets at the start of each school year and
whenever a new cadet joins the unit.
5. Tracking all personnel awards, promotions, and ensuring that all necessary ribbons, medals,
certificates, etc. are available for presentation by the SASI.
6. Ensuring all forms and files are maintained.
7. Maintaining the bulletin boards dealing with general administrative matters, such as the current CA20062 unit organization charts, administrative directives, etc.
8. Ensuring each cadet record is arranged in accordance with the following specifications:
TAB 1-Personal Data
 Disenrollment form with academic year (AY) noted (when applicable)
 Cadet Record Report
TAB 2-Promotion History
 Promotion package (applications, report Cards, testing info, drill evaluation
forms, board evaluation forms)
TAB 3-Achievements
 Cadet Favorable Information File
 Any favorable supporting data
TAB 4-Disciplinary Problems
 Cadet Unfavorable Information File
 Any unfavorable supporting data
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TAB 5-Wellness
 Active medical profiles
 AFJROTC CA-20062 FORM 7, Combined Physical Fitness Evaluations Record
 Historical (inactive) medical profiles
TAB 6-Uniform
 Wings Generated Hand Receipt
 AFJROTC CA-20062 Form 5F, Female Cadet Uniform Hand Receipt Form or
AFJROTC CA-20062 Form 5M, Male Cadet Uniform Hand Receipt Form
9. Establishing operating procedures and continuity folders for mission support assistants.
10. Maintaining the unit organizational chart and unit manning document (UMD).
11. Ensuring all activity requests, field trip requests, bus requests, parental consent and permission
forms, and class excusal slips have been accomplished before a Corps operation begins.
12. Planning, coordinating, and scheduling extra-curricular activities with other school, outside
organizations, and other JROTC units.
13. Assisting the instructors in planning, coordinating, and scheduling base visitation and field trips.
14. Authenticating, publishing, distributing, and filing all administrative publications and special orders
of the corps.
15. Being the face of the CA-20062 cadet corps for public affairs, planning and delivering a coordinated
and effective message to all agencies external to the AFJROTC program, including the principal,
assistant principals, school district, teachers, military officials (in coordination with the SASI/ASI),
local businesses, etc.
16. Interfacing with all national service organizations providing AFJROTC awards to cadets.
17. Providing newsworthy items about cadets and group activities to school, city, and other local
newspapers and advertising special events and programs on display boards, at meetings, and using
other methods both on and off campus.
18. Ensuring AFJROTC events and activities are photographed and/or video-recorded.
19. Training cadets assigned as Digital Recorders (Camera/Video operators) for special events and
ensuring all equipment is available and operating properly in advance of the activity.
20. Assisting ASI with downloading and organizing visual media (pictures and videos) to the
appropriate folders in the OneDrive – Los Angeles Unified School District.
21. Performing other duties as assigned by the corps commander, special assistant, or SASI/ASI.
CA-20062 Cadet Corps First Sergeant
The cadet corps first sergeant is responsible for:
1. Advising the corps commander and SASI/ASI on equipment needs and weak areas within the COG.
2. Ensure all cadets adhere to uniform, grooming and behavioral standards
3. Conduct periodic flight sergeant meetings to convey corps commander directives
4. Ensure all flight sergeants carry out their responsibilities
5. Ensure compliance with classroom rules and procedures
6. Enforce cadet conduct and discipline during class and formal formations
7. Assisting corps commander with daily activities.
8. Develop and maintain a cadet operations and activities calendar
9. Attend group staff meetings and prepare meeting room
10. Assist on Cadet Boards with entry procedures and applicant management
11. Reviewing GPAs to ensure cadets are meeting minimum standards for participation in leadership
positions, field trips and competitions.
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12. Serving as CA-20062 cadet corps guide during all unit formations.
13. Acting as liaison between squadron personnel and squadron commander.
14. Performing other duties as assigned by the corps commander, special assistant, and/or SASI/ASI.
Command Support Staff Jobs:
Cadet Non-Commissioned Officer in Charge (C/NCOIC), Logistics
The cadet logistics NCOIC is responsible for assisting the logistics officer with:
1. The appearance, discipline, effectiveness, training, and conduct of the cadet logistics assistants.
2. Coordinating all logistical support for the CA-20062 unit.
3. Ensuring proper and timely issuing and receiving of all cadet uniforms when required during the
school year.
4. Reporting the status and any discrepancies or uniform shortfalls to the corps commander and ASI on
a periodic basis.
5. Ensuring correctness of the proper paperwork to order, receive, stock, survey, and dispose of
military uniforms as directed by the ASI.
6. Ensuring correct tracking of all uniform and equipment items in the WINGS inventory database.
7. Ensuring the cleanliness and organization of the uniform room, the equipment vault (closet), office
supply cabinets, and all other supply/logistics areas.
8. Briefing the corps commander and SASI/ASI on uniform status.
9. Ensuring the accuracy of the unit logistic inventory on a monthly basis or as required by the corps
commander and SASI/ASI.
10. Tracking of all equipment items using inventory provided by the ASI and/or as contained in
WINGS.
11. Inventory and management of all AFJROTC textbooks and multimedia (Videos, DVDs, etc.)
12. Establishment of inventory and control procedures of replica rifles and special teams’ equipment.
13. Establishing and maintaining a catalog of VCR/DVD’s.
14. Inventory and ordering of office supplies.
15. Performing other duties as assigned by the corps commander, special assistant, or SASI/ASI.
Cadet Non-Commissioned Officer in Charge (C/NCOIC), Mission Support
The cadet mission support NCOIC is responsible for assisting the mission support officer with:
1. The appearance, discipline, effectiveness, training, and conduct of the mission support assistants.
2. Authenticating, publishing, distributing, and filing all administrative publications and special orders
for the unit.
3. Establishing and maintaining cadet personnel records on all cadets and ensuring data is inputted into
WINGS.
4. Processing all cadet information on new and returning cadets at the start of each school year and
whenever a new cadet joins the unit.
5. Tracking all personnel awards, promotions, and ensuring that all necessary ribbons, medals,
certificates, etc. are available for presentation by the SASI.
6. Ensuring all forms and files are maintained.
7. Maintaining the bulletin boards dealing with general administrative matters, such as current CA20062 unit organization charts, administrative directives, etc.
8. Ensuring each cadet record is arranged in accordance with the following specifications:
TAB 1-Personal Data
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 Disenrollment form with academic year (AY) noted (when applicable)
 Cadet Record Report
TAB 2-Promotion History
 Promotion package (applications, report Cards, testing info, drill evaluation
forms, board evaluation forms)
TAB 3-Achievements
 Cadet Favorable Information File
 Any favorable supporting data
TAB 4-Disciplinary Problems
 Cadet Unfavorable Information File
 Any unfavorable supporting data
TAB 5-Wellness
 Active medical profiles
 AFJROTC CA-20062 FORM 7, Combined Physical Fitness Evaluations Record
 Historical (inactive) medical profiles
TAB 6-Uniform
 Wings Generated Hand Receipt
 AFJROTC CA-20062 Form 5F, Female Cadet Uniform Hand Receipt Form or
AFJROTC CA-20062 Form 5M, Male Cadet Uniform Hand Receipt Form
9. Establishing operating procedures and continuity folders for mission support assistants.
10. Maintaining the unit organizational chart and unit manning document (UMD).
11. Ensuring all activity requests, field trip requests, bus requests, parental consent and permission
forms, and class excusal slips have been accomplished before a Corps operation begins.
12. Planning, coordinating, and scheduling extra-curricular activities with other school, outside
organizations, and other JROTC units.
13. Assisting the instructors in planning, coordinating, and scheduling base visitation and field trips.
14. Authenticating, publishing, distributing, and filing all administrative publications and special orders
for the corps.
15. Being the face of the CA-20062 cadet corps for public affairs, planning and delivering a coordinated
and effective message to all agencies external to the AFJROTC program, including the principal,
assistant principals, school district, teachers, military officials (in coordination with the SASI/ASI),
local businesses, etc.
16. Interfacing with all national service organizations providing AFJROTC awards to cadets.
17. Providing newsworthy items about cadets and group activities to school, city, and other local
newspapers and advertising special events and programs on display boards, at meetings, and using
other methods both on and off campus.
18. Ensuring AFJROTC events and activities are photographed and/or video-recorded.
19. Training cadets assigned as Digital Recorders (Camera/Video operators) for special events and
ensuring all equipment is available and operating properly in advance of the activity.
20. Assisting ASI with downloading and organizing visual media (pictures and videos) to the
appropriate folders in the OneDrive – Los Angeles Unified School District.
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21. Performing other duties as assigned by the corps mission support officer.
Cadet Non-Commisioned Officer in Charge (C/NCOIC), Operations
The cadet operations NCOIC is responsible for assisting the operations officer with:
1. Preparing a list of deficient cadets, as identified by flight chiefs, for SASI/ASI and notifying cadets
through flight chiefs of probation status; recommending possible corrective actions.
2. Preparing briefings for corps commander and instructors on status pertaining to assigned
responsibilities, activities and problem areas.
3. Assisting the operations officer with reviewing GPAs to ensure cadets are meeting minimum
standards for participation in leadership positions, field trips and competitions.
4. The appearance, discipline, training, and conduct of the cadets who make up all flights.
5. Ensuring that all cadet members of all flights have the opportunity to develop leadership skills
commensurate with their individual abilities.
6. Observing, evaluating, and rating flight chiefs and recommending capable and loyal cadets for
promotion.
7. Maintaining proficiency in military drill as set forth in the Air Force Drill and Ceremonies Manual.
8. Training flight chiefs and flight sergeants on their duties and responsibilities.
9. Overseeing military uniform inspections.
10. Taking control and working with the mission support officer on projects and programs, including a
special awards event involving the solicitation and receipt of national AFJROTC awards and the
selection and presentation of AFJROTC awards to deserving cadets and units.
11. Reviewing GPAs to ensure cadets are meeting minimum standards for participation in leadership
positions, field trips, and competitions.
12. Reporting any disciplinary actions to the corps commander.
13. The planning, coordinating, and execution of all special activities and events.
14. Supervising the designated event Cadet-in-Charge (CIC) during the execution of any special
program; ensuring all cadets are properly trained and the operations is successfully completed.
15. Assisting event CICs with submitting after-action reports on all special activities or events to provide
continuity of operations and suggest improvement areas.
16. Maintaining a vibrant recruiting and fundraising programs where cadets are recruited and retained to
have a viable AFJROTC program and sufficient funds are available to support planned cadet
activities.
17. Establishing operating procedures and continuity folders for recruiting CIC, honor guard CIC,
fundraising CIC and physical training manager.
18. Training and supervising recruiting CIC, honor guard CIC, fundraising CIC and physical training
manager on assigned duties.
19. Performing other duties as assigned by the corps commander, special assistant or instructors.
Flight Level Jobs:
Cadet Flight Chief
The cadet flight chief is responsible for:
1. Maintaining the organization, appearance, discipline, training, and conduct of the cadets who make
up their flight.
2. Ensuring all cadets assigned to their flight have the chance to develop leadership skills
commensurate with their individual abilities.
3. Coordinating all flight drill practices and maintaining proficiency in drill as set forth in the Air Force
Drill and Ceremonies Manual, and other applicable instructions.
4. Training the Flight Sergeant in their duties and responsibilities.
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5. Briefing the operations officer bi-monthly on flight activities and areas of concern, such as
discipline, low grades, missed tests, failed uniform inspections, and PT uniform non-compliance
issues, as required.
6. Ensuring the attendance is reported to the SASI/ASI within the first 5 minutes of class.
7. Ensuring every member of the flight knows chain of command and has all materials necessary for
class.
8. Conducting flight/classroom opening procedures and providing plan of the day to their flight.
9. Directing/conducting uniform inspections.
10. Recommending cadets for increased responsibility to the operations officer.
11. Nominating, to the operations officer, the second-year, or higher, cadets in their flight displaying the
basic knowledge of the corps and respect for the uniform who should be granted the right and the
privilege of wearing the AFJROTC ABU uniform.
12. Recommending the top cadets within the flight for awards and recognition to the operations officer.
13. Performing other duties assigned by the operations officer and/or corps commander.
Cadet Flight Sergeant
The cadet flight sergeant is responsible for:
1. Conducting flight formation at beginning of class and performing roll call.
2. Reporting flight status to flight chief.
3. Posting Guidon in the absence of a flight guide.
4. Forming up flight during all formations.
5. Recording gigs (uniform violations) during uniform inspections.
6. Conducting drill and ceremonies training of the flight at the discretion of the flight chief.
7. Maintaining discipline and order of the flight.
8. Ensuring daily that cadets have appropriate materials for class to include proper uniforms, hydration
systems, workbooks, paper, and writing utensils.
9. Attempting to settle disputes between cadets in flight and channeling problems upward to instructors
when necessary.
10. Documenting any cadet discrepancies or violations into cadet unfavorable information file as
instructed by the flight chief and submitting to SASI/ASI for review and approval.
11. Attending bi-monthly meetings with the first sergeant.
12. Performing other duties as assigned by the flight chief.
Cadet Flight Guide
Flight chiefs will select one member from their flight who is highly competent in military drill and
exhibits the highest degree of integrity, excellence, service and professionalism. This position is not a
mandatory fill position and will not be filled for flights only having two or fewer elements.
The cadet flight guide is responsible for:
1. Maintaining proper care and appearance of the flight Guidon.
2. Maintaining the pace, direction, and cadence of the flight as provided by cadet assuming the flight
commander position during drill movements.
3. Obtaining the knowledge and training to perform as a guide and Guidon bearer from AFMAN 362203, USAF Drill and Ceremonies Manual.
4. Performing other duties as assigned by the flight chief or flight sergeant.
“Honesty and Integrity are best taught by example.”
(F.A. Manske)
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Cadet Element Leader
The cadet element leader is responsible for:
1. Maintaining the appearance, discipline, efficiency, training, and conduct of the cadets who are in
their element.
2. Ensuring all cadet members of the element have the opportunity to develop leadership skills
commensurate with their individual abilities.
3. Teaching, observing and evaluating members of their element.
4. Attending all element drill practices ordered by their flight chief, flight sergeant, or operations
officer.
5. Distributing and collecting necessary materials.
6. Monitoring academics, missed work, and missed test(s). Report this to the flight chief at least on a
weekly basis.
7. Reporting element status during all roll calls.
8. Training newly processed cadets throughout the year in drill and AFJROTC knowledge to ensure
new cadets catch up with the rest of the flight.
9. Performing other duties as assigned by the flight chief or flight sergeant.
Cadet Flight Physical Training Manager (CFPTMs)
The cadet flight physical training managers are responsible for:
1. Following the physical fitness program, including preparing for the Presidential Physical Fitness test
and the California Fitness-gram (if required) for their respective flights.
2. Recording all fitness scores in cadet records for their respective flight.
3. Reporting fitness scores to the physical training manager.
4. Assisting SASI/ASI, flight chief, and physical training manager with the wellness plan of the week.
5. Reporting any flight physical fitness deficiencies to the physical training manager.
Additional Duty Jobs:
(Non-staff positions)
Cadet Logistics Assistant
The cadet logistics assistant is responsible for assisting the logistics officer and NCOIC with:
1. Organizing and maintaining the uniform room, textbook cabinets, equipment closet, supplies
cabinet, audio/visual equipment, and computer stations.
2. Issuing uniform and equipment items to cadets, during lunch and afterschool, under the authorization
of the logistics officer and NCOIC.
3. Ensuring proper accounting and documentation of all logistics paperwork and inventories performed.
4. Performing other duties as assigned by the logistics officer, logistics NCOIC and/or cadet corps
commander.
Cadet-in-Charge (CIC), Recruiting
The cadet in charge of recruiting is responsible for:
1. Assisting the operations officer and NCOIC in managing, planning, and executing the cadet
recruitment program activities.
2. Assisting the operations officer and NCOIC in the advertisement of all cadet recruiting events.
3. Maintaining a recruiting book and providing pertinent student information collected to the
operation’s officer and/or instructors for enrollment to the program.
4. Assisting mission support officer and NCOIC with tracking new cadet enrollment and providing
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necessary information required to issue the recruiting award ribbon to deserving cadets.
5. Ensuring recruiting materials are up-to-date and available for distribution.
6. Assisting operation’s officer and NCOIC in promoting the cadet recruitment program which includes
the personal and program benefits that comes with recruitment to currently active cadets.
7. Advising the operation’s officer and NCOIC on ideas that welcome newly recruited cadets and retain
currently active cadets.
8. Supervise set-up, execution and tear-down of all recruitment events.
9. Assisting operation’s officer and NCOIC with reviewing o-plan prior to event, conducting a hotwash survey directly after event, and updating o-plan based on hot-wash results.
10. Performing other duties as assigned by the operation’s officer, cadet mission support officer, and/or
cadet corps commander.
Cadet-in-Charge (CIC), Fundraising
The cadet in charge of fundraising is responsible for:
1. Assisting the operations officer and NCOIC in the planning, organizing and executing of
fundraising projects to support cadet activities.
2. Assisting the operations officer and NCOIC in the advertisement of all fundraising events.
3. Attending and supervising all fundraising events.
4. Assisting the operations officer and NCOIC in ensuring proper accounting of all funds expended
& collected.
5. Assisting the operations officer and NCOIC in securing all collected revenue and receipts until
able to deliver to SASI for activity fund depositing.
6. Assisting operations officer and NCOIC with reviewing o-plan prior to event, conducting a hotwash survey directly after event, and updating o-plan based on hot-wash results.
7. Performing other duties as assigned by the operations officer, operations NCOIC, and/or cadet
group commander.
Cadet-in-Charge (CIC), Honor Guard
The CIC, honor guard is responsible for assisting the operations officer and NCOIC in:
1. Establishing a disciplined and professional Honor Guard and special teams program
2. Supervising the color guard and any established drill teams.
3. Assisting in the planning and coordination for all parades and ceremonies.
4. Providing instruction and supervision for all retreat and flag-raising ceremonies.
5. Ensuring the flags are raised before school and retired after school.
6. Recruiting and training new cadets for the Honor Guard each semester.
7. Briefing the operations officer on the status and development of the Honor Guard.
8. Performing other duties as assigned by the operations officer and/or corps commander.
Cadet Physical Training Manager (CPTM)
The cadet physical training manager is responsible for assisting the operations officer and NCOIC in:
1. Maintaining the physical fitness program, including preparing for the Presidential Physical Fitness
test and ensuring all cadets are tested in a timely manner.
2. Developing a comprehensive physical fitness plan for each semester, standardizing physical fitness
procedures within the unit, and educating the unit on health and wellness by providing briefings and
maintaining binders, books and a bulletin board
3. Entering fitness testing results into the WINGS website in a timely manner and computing fitness
scores.
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4. Advising the operations officer, personnel management officer and/or NCOIC when cadets achieve
scores on fitness exams deserving of special recognition.
5. Establishing operating procedures & continuity folders for flight physical Fitness managers
(FPFMs).
6. Training and supervising FPMAs on assigned duties.
7. Performing other duties as assigned by the operations officer and/or corps commander.
Cadet Personnel Management Assistant (CPMA)
The cadet personnel management assistant is responsible for assisting the personnel management officer
and NCOIC with:
1. Assembling, maintaining and ensuring each cadet record has the following:
TAB 1-Personal Data
 Disenrollment form with academic year (AY) noted (when applicable)
 Cadet Record Report
TAB 2-Promotion History
 Promotion package (applications, report Cards, testing info, drill evaluation
forms, board evaluation forms)
TAB 3-Achievements
 Cadet Favorable Information File
 Any favorable supporting data
TAB 4-Disciplinary Problems
 Cadet Unfavorable Information File
 Any unfavorable supporting data
TAB 5-Wellness
 Active medical profiles
 AFJROTC CA-20062 FORM 7, Combined Physical Fitness Evaluations Record
 Historical (inactive) medical profiles
TAB 6-Uniform
 Wings Generated Hand Receipt
 AFJROTC CA-20062 Form 5F, Female Cadet Uniform Hand Receipt Form or
AFJROTC CA-20062 Form 5M, Male Cadet Uniform Hand Receipt Form
2. Organizing and maintaining group continuity files, to include ensuring blank forms are stocked
in filing cabinets.
3. Ensuring forms are properly maintained in the unit information binder.
4. Performing other duties as assigned by the cadet personnel management officer, NCOIC, or
corps commander.
“A great leader never sets himself above his followers except in carrying responsibilities.”
(J. Ormont)
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Event Cadet-in-Charge (CIC)
The event cadet-in-charge is responsible for:
1. The planning, coordinating, and execution of special activity/event assigned by corps
commander.
2. Ensuring attendance is taken for all special activities or events.
3. Submitting after-action report on assigned special activity or event to provide continuity of
operations and suggest improvement areas.
4. Assisting operations officer with updating the O-plan for the assigned event.
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MEMORY WORK
NATIONAL CHAIN OF COMMAND
Every cadet in AFJROTC is required to memorize the National Chain of Command and be prepared to
recite parts of it during weekly uniform inspections. The cadet will be tested several times on this
material.

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES (POTUS)
(THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, ARMED
FORCES)

__________________________________

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

__________________________________

SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

__________________________________

CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE AIR FORCE

__________________________________

COMMANDER, AIR EDUCATION AND
TRAINING COMMAND

__________________________________

COMMANDER, HOLM CENTER

__________________________________

DIRECTOR, AFJROTC

__________________________________

REGIONAL DIRECTOR, AREA 4

__________________________________
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MEMORY WORK
CA-20062ND CADET OPERATIONS CORPS KEY LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Every cadet in AFJROTC is required to memorize the Chain of Command and be prepared to recite
parts of it at any time. The cadet will be tested several times on this material. Include the rank following
the last and first name. Note: The chain is update periodically so fill the chart with pencil.
CADET SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE SASI

__________________________________

CORPS COMMAND STAFF:
CADET CORPS COMMANDER

__________________________________

CADET OPERATIONS OFFICER

__________________________________

CADET LOGISTICS OFFICER

__________________________________

CADET MISSION SUPPORT OFFICER

__________________________________

CADET FIRST SERGEANT

__________________________________

CORPS COMMAND SUPPORT STAFF:
CADET NCOIC, OPERATIONS

__________________________________

CADET NCOIC, LOGISTICS

__________________________________

CADET NCOIC, MISSION SUPPORT

__________________________________

ADDITIONAL DUTY POSITIONS (NON-STAFF JOBS):
MISSION SUPPORT ASSISTANT

__________________________________

LOGISTIC ASSISTANT

__________________________________

CADET-IN-CHARGE, RECRUITING

__________________________________

CADET-IN-CHARGE, HONOR GUARD

__________________________________

CADET-IN-CHARGE, FUNDRAISING

__________________________________

PHYSICAL TRAINING MANAGER

__________________________________
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MEMORY WORK
MY CHAIN OF COMMAND:

CADET CORPS COMMANDER

__________________________________

CADET OPERATIONS OFFICER

__________________________________

CADET FIRST SERGEANT (under corps commander)

__________________________________

CADET OPERATIONS NCOIC (under operations officer) __________________________________

MY FLIGHT: _______________________

FLIGHT CHIEF

__________________________________

FLIGHT SERGEANT (under flight chief)

__________________________________

MY ELEMENT: _____________________

ELEMENT LEADER

__________________________________

ASSISTANT ELEMENT LEADER

__________________________________
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TESTS AND ABSENCES
All work missed due to excused absences must be made up. The cadet should not assume that work will
be made up in the classroom. It is the cadet’s responsibility to get the missed assignments from a
classmate (or element leader) and to make arrangements for completing the make-up work. All make-up
work is due within one week of the cadet’s return. All tests will be made up the first day back to class,
before school, after school, or during lunch, but not during PE/Drill. All missed tests and uniform
inspections will be recorded as a ZERO until the cadet makes them up. Cadets may only make up one
missed inspection per day. They must present at school with the uniform worn. All work missed due to
unexcused absences will result in an automatic zero. The flight chief will track the due dates for the
missed work.
FIELD TRIPS
When on a field trip, cadets are acting as representatives of AFJROTC and Robert Fulton College
Preparatory School, and are expected to behave accordingly. Military customs and courtesies will be
observed at all times. All active duty military personnel will be treated with respect, all officers will be
saluted, and all personnel addressed as “Sir” or “Ma’am”.
1. No standing or walking in the aisles of the bus while the bus is in motion. When walking in
groups, it will be in an orderly manner, without shouting or loud talking. Additional bus rule
apply.
2. Ask permission from the instructors before taking pictures of anything.
3. Radios, iPods, or other music playing devices will not be permitted at any time, except on the
bus.
4. No cadet will attend a field trip without first meeting both uniform standards and academic
requirements. Academic requirements are: a grade of “C” or better in JROTC, a minimum
overall GPA of 2.0, and written permission from teachers and parents or guardians. If permission
slips are not submitted by the designated date, the cadet will be removed from the field trip.
5. Cadets will report in no later than 15 minutes prior to the scheduled departure time.
6. If wearing the Air Force uniform, an inspection may be conducted before leaving. Any cadet
who fails this inspection will not be permitted to go.
COMMUNITY SERVICE
Community service is another important part of the AFJROTC curriculum; it is a testament to the USAF
second core value: Service Before Self. Every cadet should strive to complete at least three hours of
community service per semester to emulate this second value. A service ribbon will be awarded for
every 7 hours of community service completed by a cadet within one academic year. All cadet
community service hours will be tracked by the Mission Support Officer. Community service projects
could be, but are not limited to:
1. Salvation Army: Feeding the homeless.
2. Adopt-A-Family: Food and clothes donation.
3. Tutoring: Helping fellow cadets with homework and studying.
4. Fulton College Prep’s annual food drive.
5. Parking details for school events such as parent’s night.
6. Providing campus security for school events such as dance shows.
7. Providing Color Guard or Armed Drill performance support at most school and sports events
8. Operation Gratitude.
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SCHOOL DAY FLAG DETAIL
The colors (National flag) will be hoisted each school day morning prior to 7:40 am. Colors will be
retired (lowered) each day after school at approximately 3:10 pm. Members of the Flag Detail will
perform this duty with decorum and in a military manner. Loud talking or showing disrespect to the
Colors will be reason to be removed from the Flag Detail and referred to the Cadet Disciplinary Review
Board.
TRUANCY
Truancies are not tolerated in AFJROTC. Any truancy will automatically make a cadet ineligible for the
next promotion cycle or any AFJROTC activities or trips. Additionally, the cadet will go before the
Cadet Disciplinary Review Board (CDRB) and will likely be removed from AFJROTC at the end of the
term.
CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES
Many customs and courtesies which are practiced and observed in military service of the United States
have been developed and proven over hundreds of years. Customs and courtesies relate to proper
behavior that is expected of you as young ladies and gentlemen. They reflect how one expects to be
treated by others as good citizens. Cadets should always address other cadets by the term “Cadet”
followed by their cadet rank and last name (for example, “Cadet Second Lieutenant Garcia”).
The instructors will spend many hours with you in the classroom teaching customs and courtesies. The
important thing to remember is that you should treat others as you want them to treat you. The practice
of saying “Yes Sir/Ma’am” to the instructors and cadets that out-rank you may seem hard at first, but
this long established military courtesy will soon become an expected and comfortable habit that should
be carried into all of your classes and when addressing adults in the community.
A. Saluting
The salute is a courteous exchange of greetings between members of a proud profession. The
salute between military personnel is one of the oldest military traditions. The person with the
lower rank salutes first and holds the salute until the officer or cadet officer returns it. You are
not saluting the individual, you are saluting and respecting the rank they have obtained and
earned, and it must be done properly.
The following general rules apply to saluting when in uniform:
1. It is important to report with snap and precision.
2. Salute a higher ranking officer when the two of you are about 6 feet apart and both of you
are looking at each other.
3. Salute from the position of attention. If you are walking, do not stop to salute. Salute
while you are walking.
4. Never salute when running. Slow to a walk, salute, and continue running if necessary.
5. Only officers are saluted and all cadets of lesser rank salute them. You salute a cadet
officer, SASI, and any other officer of a military service. Enlisted ranks do not salute
each other. It is permissible to salute the ASI when reporting in and out of inspection.
6. Cadet officers and sergeants are expected to correct saluting violations on the spot. This
will be done in a decent, professional manner. They will correct cadets junior to their
grade only. Never correct someone with more rank than you; bring the problem to the
attention of the Squadron Commander and higher up the chain of command.
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7. A cadet is expected to accept correction properly. Cases of disrespect or insubordination
(the defiance and questioning of authority) must be reported to the instructors.
8. Salutes are normally not rendered while indoors (EXCEPTIONS: when reporting in/out
and when receiving an award). Salutes are rendered at all times outdoors, even when in a
designated “no hat” area, regardless of whether you or the superior cadet/officer are in
uniform.
NOTE: The school campus (inside the fence line) is designated a “no hat”
area. EXCEPTIONS: (1) The uniform cap must be worn with the blue
AFJROTC uniform at all times in the area behind the AFJROTC classroom
(room 705), including on the drill pad. (2) Caps must be worn for drill,
uniform inspections, and military and school events and ceremonies, such as
parking details, posting of the colors, retreat, ushers at parent-teachers night,
etc. when the AFJROTC blue uniform is worn. Caps are required for all
military-uniformed activities off campus.
9. If a cadet is reporting to the SASI/ASI or any other Staff Member, the cadet will knock
once. After hearing, “enter’, the cadet will do facing movements until reaching
approximately 1 pace from the SASI/ASI or Staff Member or the SASI’s/ASI's or Staff
Member's desk, and say to the him/her, “Sir/Ma’am, Cadet (rank) _________ (last name)
_________ reports as ordered.” If the SASI/ASI or Staff Member did not ask the cadet to
come to her office, and the cadet needs to speak with the SASI/ASI or Staff Member,
he/she will say, “Ma’am/Sir, Cadet (rank and last name) reports.” The SASI/ASI or Staff
Member will provide further instructions from that point on. When exiting, render the
proper salute, then take the most direct path out of the office.
B. Military Drill
The reasons why military drill is important for you to learn during your stay in AFJROTC are
basic. If you keep them in mind during your drill activities, these reasons will become a part of
you whether you are the leader or the follower. Military drill is designed to:
1. Enable a commander to move the unit from one place to another in a standard and orderly
manner.
2. Teach cadets to act in unison or together.
3. Give cadets a feeling of belonging and esprit de corps (togetherness).
4. Teach cadets to respond instantly to a word or command.
5. Self-discipline, leadership, and motivation.
Drill is a very important part of the AFJROTC curriculum. It is absolutely necessary that each
cadet learns and becomes proficient in drill during the first semester. Cadets will be evaluated
and graded each promotion cycle on “Drill and Ceremonies”.
NOTE: All cadets must participate in drill and health/wellness. If you are not physically able to
participate, you must have a signed doctor’s excuse. If not, you will be sent to the nurse’s office.
Cadets who do not have a written doctor’s excuse and do not participate will receive a grade of
zero for that day. Inability to perform drill on a permanent basis will be a reason to leave the
course.
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AFTER-SCHOOL PROGRAMS
AFJROTC offers several after-school programs that will run concurrently with each other. The afterschool programs will run on school days from 3:05 PM to 4:30 PM. Cadets are required to sign in and
out of the classroom for accountability purposes and to receive co-curricular (LDR) time credit. Prior to
participating in any of the programs, the cadet will have to complete a parent/guardian permission form
for after-school programs. Cadets who participate will respect the rules of the classroom or they will be
asked to leave and be subject to a Cadet Disciplinary Review Board. The after-school programs that are
available are as follows:
1) CORPS OPERATIONS
Some cadets will be given responsibilities to ensure an effective AFJROTC program. This will
be an opportunity for those cadets to work in their duty areas. These duties may also include
event planning and participation. Any cadet may volunteer to help and learn some of these areas
of responsibility.
2) HONOR GUARD AND DRILL TEAMS
Honor guard and/or drill team members will use this time to practice. Practices will be
scheduled and run by the cadet in charge (CIC) of honor guard. These members will also be
responsible for raising and lowering the flags at the school flag pole. The color guard ribbon
(drill team ribbon if team established), white honor guard cord and white beret will be awarded
to cadets who qualify as honor guard members (normally a minimum of 5 performances in a
school year) and are recommended by the CIC of honor guard. To maintain the privilege of
wearing the cord and beret in subsequent school years, and earning a color guard ribbon (drill
team ribbon if team established) oak leaf cluster, cadets must participate in at least 1 honor guard
event per semester and 75% of all practice sessions after school, and adhere to the flag
raising/lowering schedule. The SASI will be the final approval authority.
3) WELLNESS/PT WORKOUT PROGRAM
AFJROTC only offers 1 hour a week of structured Health and Wellness (physical education).
Cadets are highly encouraged to work out on their own at least two more times a week. Any
cadet who wishes to work on their fitness levels during this time may participate. Instructors
will be available to give guidance but it will be considered a self-help program.
4) COMMUNITY SERVICE / FUNDRAISING / MILITARY CEREMONIES
Cadets may volunteer to plan and participate in community service projects, military ceremonies,
and/or fundraising activities to support future community service projects or military ceremonies.
Examples of community service projects include serving as guides/translators at school open
houses; examples of military ceremonies include a Dining Out.
CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
There are various extracurricular activities offered by AFJROTC to all cadets. Cadets are encouraged to
become involved in as many of these activities as possible. Cadets involved in extracurricular activities
are expected to be dedicated to them and to maintain regular attendance to all meetings and practices.
Participation in extracurricular activities will enhance the cadet’s chances for promotion to higher ranks.
NOTE: Honor Guard and Drill Team members must maintain at least a 2.0 GPA for the 10-week
grading period. If the GPA is less than 2.0, the cadet will be placed on academic probation. The cadet
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can still practice but cannot compete and be in an event. At the end of the 20-week grading period, if the
GPA is not at 2.0 or better, the cadet will be removed from the team until the end of the next grading
period in which the GPA is at 2.0 or better.
AWARENESS PRESENTATION TEAM
Awarness Presentation Team/APT, provides a great way to work on and hone public speaking skills.
Cadets that participate in the team will be able to volunteer to present at the district's elementary and
middle schools to promote drug awareness and anti-bullying as well as presenting to the year's incoming
freshman class about the JROTC Program for recruitment. Weekly meetings will conducted. Cadets that
participate in the team will have the opportunity to earn the Awareness Presentation Team Badge.
FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE INFORMATION FILES
Favorable and Unfavorable Information Files are located in the individual cadet records. A Favorable
Information File (FIF) entry is anything good that you do within or outside of the program that has been
brought to our attention. An Unfavorable Information File (UIF) entry is anything bad that you do
within or outside of the program that we are made aware of. These entries, good and bad, will be
reviewed prior to promotion determination. If a cadet receives an excessive amount of unfavorable
entries, they will be subject to the Cadet Disciplinary Review Board (CDRB).
Incidents that may constitute Favorable Information File entries:
a. Volunteering for any activity or deed, or performing assigned tasks with particular enthusiasm and
excellence.
b. Doing an exceptional job during Community Service details.
c. All A’s and/or all E’s on any report card.
d. Being selected for a Quarterly Award
e. Earning the Dress, and Appearance Award.
f. SASI or ASI getting an outstanding comment from a teacher or administrator about a cadet.
g. Other accomplishments as determined by the instructors and the group staff.
Incidents that may constitute Unfavorable Information File entries:
a. Being out of uniform before the end of the school day.
b. Not wearing uniform items such as the flight cap.
c. Wearing the flight cap in any classroom on campus.
d. Failure to salute.
e. Purposely not saluting an office or failure to return a salute to a junior cadet when appropriate.
f. Disrespecting the principal, assistant principal, teachers, SASI, ASI, fellow cadets and property.
g. Bullying: Put downs or other verbal abuse and fighting.
h. Insubordination.
i. Purposely not following authority or orders.
j. Undermining authority.
k. Activities unbecoming an AFJROTC cadet or activities that may bring bad publicity to the Corps.
l. Public Display of Affection (PDA) in the USAF uniform.
m. Not showing up for duty.
n. Failure to stop talking in class and in open ranks.
o. Excessive tardiness and absences.
p. Any other offenses considered inappropriate or unacceptable.
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CADET DISCIPLINARY REVIEW BOARD (CDRB).
The CDRB is an investigative panel consisting of at least two command staff members (special assistant
to the SASI, corps commander, operations officer, mission support officer, and/or logistics officer).
Based upon the offense, the CDRB can recommend demotion of a cadet’s rank, place a cadet on
probation, or recommend removal from AFJROTC.
Below are examples of why a cadet may get sent to the CDRB:
1. Lying, stealing, or cheating or any violation of the Cadet Code of Conduct.
2. Disrespecting a fellow cadet (to include fighting)
3. Insubordination (disobeying an order of higher authority).
4. Receiving 5 Unfavorable Information File (UIF) entries during one grading period.
5. Refusing to attend a mandatory function.
6. Failure to complete assignments on a routine basis.
7. Violating the school’s attendance and tardiness program.
8. Failing three uniform inspections in one semester.
PROPER WEAR OF THE AFJROTC UNIFORM
This uniform is the distinctive dress of a proud and honorable profession. All cadets must be aware of
the responsibility for maintaining the uniform in good order and wearing it both correctly and proudly.
The SASI may restrict cadets from wearing the AFJROTC uniform if they have not shown proper
respect for wearing the uniform, are awaiting a cadet disciplinary board, etc.
The uniform will be issued to each cadet free of charge. If it is lost or damaged through negligence, the
cadet is responsible for the cost to replace the item(s). All cadets must sign for their uniform on a Form
5a or 5b. If uniform items are lost, the cadets will have to reimburse the USAF through the instructors
before being issued a replacement item.
Cadets will wear the blue AFJROTC uniform, at a minimum, until lunch time on the weekly uniform
day unless other class requirements do not allow (e.g. physical education, dance, etc.)—cadets will
speak to their other teachers about requirements. You are expected to show up to class in uniform unless
preauthorized by the SASI. At any moment before lunch, you are not allowed to change out of your
uniform unless under the consent of the SASI. If you have an excused absence on uniform day, you will
be required to make up the uniform inspection prior to the end of the grading period—note: only one
inspection may be made up per day. An unexcused absence on a uniform day will result in a uniform
inspection grade of zero. This will affect your academic grade. Continued refusal to wear the Air Force
uniform will result in removal from the program.
The Flight Uniform Inspection Gig Sheet Form 4a is used to track inspection scores and discrepancies.
The four elements of the standards for wearing the uniform are neatness, cleanliness, safety, and
military image. All cadets will be inspected weekly on their wear of the uniform. Inspections will be
conducted by the SASI, ASI and/or your cadet chain of command in accordance with Air Force
Instruction 36-2903 and Air Force JROTC Instruction 36-2001. Parts of these regulations are included in
this section.

“Every time people engage in dishonest or immoral acts, the results come back to haunt them.”
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(F.A. Manske)

A. The Air Force Junior ROTC Uniform.
1. Your cadet uniform is the same, with certain exceptions, as that worn by active duty Air Force
personnel. Cadets will wear the uniform one day each week (unless stated otherwise) and at other
times prescribed by the instructors.
2. Cadets should wear the uniform when flying on military aircraft, during a military base visit,
while serving as a member of a color guard or drill team, or during other official functions the
SASI deems appropriate. Do not wear any part of the uniform mixed with civilian clothing,
except for the Air Force sweat shirt and the USAF Jacket (without insignias). The
USAF/AFJROTC Physical Training uniform (PTU) will be worn during designated PT periods.
Do not lend the uniform, including the flight cap, to anyone who is not a member of AFJROTC.
3. Just as the active duty Air Force, cadets must wear the uniform properly and proudly. In doing
so, cadets uphold the dignity of the Air Force, their unit, fellow cadets, and themselves. With
practice and attention to detail, the “dos” and “don’ts” about the proper wear of the uniform and
personal appearance will soon become automatic. Be proud of the uniform, because you are
representing the United States Air Force…the best Air Force in the world!
B. General Guidelines:
1. Keep the uniform clean, neat, and pressed.
2. Uniform will properly fit and pants will not sag.
3. Keep shoes shined, including the heels and the edge of the soles.
4. Keep all uniform devices such as belt buckles, badges, nametag, insignia, clean and shined.
5. Keep hands out of the pants pockets.
6. Items cannot stick out of the pockets.
7. Do not fill pockets with bulky items.
8. Keep buttons buttoned.
9. If your buttons come off, place them in your pocket until you can make arrangements to sew
them back on.
10. Notify your Flight Sergeant if you have lost uniform items. Make payment arrangements with
the ASI. Once paid for, see the logistics officer, NCOIC or logistics assistant to replace the lost
item.
11. Do not help yourself from the uniform room to replace lost items.
12. The uniform room is off limits, unless authorized by the instructors, corps command staff or
support staff.
13. The uniform room is not a room to “socialize” or play games.
14. If your uniform does not fit properly, see the Uniform logistics officer, NCOIC or logistics
assistant.
Check your appearance in a mirror and have a fellow cadet inspect your uniform. How you look
influences others. Do not wait until someone else calls attention to improper wear of the uniform.
C. Female General Guidelines:
1. Hair. Hair cannot be longer than the bottom of the collar edge at the back of the neck when in
the position of “attention.” It should be styled to allow proper wear of the headgear. This means
that the hair should not be too full or high on the head, and it cannot touch the eyebrows in front.
If pins, combs, barrettes, hair ties, or similar items are worn, they must be plain, similar to the
color of your hair, and modest in size.
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2. Earrings. The only earrings that may be worn must be small, plain spheres of gold, silver, pearl,
diamond, or cubic zirconium.
3. Rings. Three plain rings may be worn.
4. Bracelets. One bracelet and one wristwatch may be worn and will not be wider than ½ inch in
gold or silver. Colorful friendship bands/bracelets cannot be worn in the blue uniform.
D. Female Cadet Uniform.
1. Service Dress Uniform. Attachment 6-8 has a picture of the female service dress uniform coat
for enlisted and officer cadets. The difference between the two on all uniform items is the
placement of the grade insignia. With arms hanging naturally, sleeves will end ¼ to ½ inch below
the wrist. The bottom of the coat will extend 3 to 3 ½ inches below the top of the thigh. The service
coat may never be worn unbuttoned. The coat may be removed while in the classroom and hung
over the back of the chair. You may not sit in your seat with the coat unbuttoned.
2. Slacks. Female slacks have a waistband with a zipper down the front of the slacks and slant
pockets on each hip. The bottom front of the slacks will barely rest on the front of the shoes with
a slight break in the crease. The back of the slacks will extend about 7/8 of an inch longer than
the front. Proper length of the slacks can only be determined when in the position of “attention.”
Slacks must be clean, ironed, and have one crease centered in the front and one crease centered
in the back of each pant leg.
3. Skirt. The skirt has a waist band with a zipper down the left side and slant pockets on each hip.
There are no creases or wrinkles on the skirt. The length of the skirt will be between the top of
the knee cap and the bottom of the knee cap.
4. Neck Tab. The blue neck tab will be worn around the neck, underneath the collar, with the
middle centered with the gig line.
5. Light Blue Tuck-In Style Blouse. This blouse must be tucked in when worn. A plain white Vneck t-shirt, athletic style shirt, or crew neck must be worn under the blouse. The blouse must be
clean, pressed, and have one crease in each sleeve. Military creases in the front and back of the
shirt are not allowed.
6. Flight Cap. Wear the flight cap slightly to the right with the vertical crease of the cap at the
center of the forehead in a straight line with the nose. The cap should be worn 1 inch above the
eyebrows (approximately the width of two fingers). Hair may be visible beneath the front of the
flight cap, but it cannot touch the eyebrows. A number will be placed on the inside of the cap and
will be recorded on your uniform sheet. The cap is the most likely part of the uniform to be lost
or mistakenly picked up by a fellow cadet. Please keep track and find a way that will work for
you, so you don’t lose it. For example, tuck your cap under your belt on the side (only left side
permitted) or stow it in your backpack. Cadet officers will wear the flight cap insignia 1½ inches
from the front of the left side of and centered from top to bottom.
7. Lightweight Blue Jacket. The jacket must be worn zipped at least half way up. The jacket may
be worn with civilian clothing when insignia are removed. The jacket may be worn with or
without the liner. The liner cannot be worn without the jacket. It will not be worn with the
sleeves pushed up towards the elbow. Each cadet will have a number assigned, like the flight
cap.
8. Ranks, Badges, Insignia. All ranks, badges and insignias may be worn with a plastic or
cardboard backing to prevent these items from sagging. All badges, insignia, and nametag should
be shined.
9. Ribbons. All ribbons should be clean and in proper order based upon the ribbon chart in the
classroom. If a ribbon is awarded more than once, oak leaf clusters will be used to show each
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additional award. The oak leaf cluster should be put on using white Elmer’s glue. Your lowest
ribbon will be worn at the lower left position and the highest ribbon will be at the top right.
10. Shoes. Low quarters (issued by AFJROTC) are normally worn with the service dress and service
uniform (slacks or skirt). Pumps or slip-on shoes (bought at personal expense) may also be worn
(see the ASI or SASI on specific restrictions before buying). All shoes will be highly shined
and the edges will be blackened. Edge dressing may be used. Kiwi Liquid Edge dressing is
recommended. Kiwi (paste) shoe polish is also recommended.
11. Socks. All socks must be solid black.
12. Hosiery. Hosiery must be worn with the skirt and will be plain, nylon and in neutral, dark brown,
black, off-black, or dark blue shade. They will be sheer (be able to see light through it).
13. Belt and Buckle. The belt will be blue; made from cotton web, elastic, solid or woven. The
belt will have a silver (chrome finish) tip and a buckle. The silver tip of the belt will
extend beyond the buckle facing the wearer‘s right; however, no blue fabric will be visible
between the silver tip and silver buckle.
E. Male Cadet General Guidelines:
1. Keep hair clean, neat, and trimmed. It should present a groomed, tapered appearance.
2. The bulk and length of the hair must not interfere with the proper wear of the flight cap.
3. Hair must not touch the ears, the collar, or protrude below the front of the flight cap.
4. Hair must not be worn in an extreme faddish style.
5. Sideburns are permitted if they are neatly trimmed and tapered. They should form a cleanshaven, horizontal line at the base and not flare. Sideburns may not extend below the lowest part
of the ear opening.
6. Do not wear more than three rings at one time.
7. One bracelet and watch may be worn. It must not be wider than ½ inch and be of a gold or silver
color.
8. If worn while in uniform, necklaces may not show. Earrings or other facial jewelry (such as nose
rings, eyebrow piercing, etc.) cannot be worn.
F. Male Cadet Uniform
1. Service Dress. Attachment 6-7 has a picture of the male service dress uniform coat for enlisted
and officer cadets. Uniform consists of the dark blue service coat and trousers, light blue shirt
and tie. With the arms are hanging naturally, sleeves of the coat should extend ¼ to ½ inches
below the wrist. The bottom of the coat should extend 3 to 3 ½ inches below the top of the thigh
(fingertip length when the arms are hanging naturally and the hands slightly cupped). The service
coat may never be worn unbuttoned. The coat may be removed while in the classroom and hung
over the back of the chair. You may not sit in your seat with the coat unbuttoned. The only
difference between the officer and enlisted coat is the placement of the grade insignia.
2. Trousers. They must be form fitted with no bunching at the waist or bagging at the seat.
Trousers must be worn up on the hipbones and no lower. The trousers rest on the top of the shoe
with a slight break in the crease. The back should be 7/8-inch longer than the front. The proper
length of the trousers can only be determined while standing at the position of “attention”. The
button on the back pocket must be buttoned. Trousers must be clean, pressed, and only have one
crease centered on the front. The back has only one crease centered on the back.
3. Blue Necktie. The necktie will be issued to you and that is the only necktie you can wear with
the uniform. The necktie is two to three inches wide at the bottom and tapered at the center. The
tip of the tie must cover a portion of the belt buckle, but cannot extend below the bottom of it. Wear
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the tie outside the shirt, not tucked in. If an Air Force tie tack is worn, it will be centered between
the bottom edge of the knot and the bottom of the tie.
4. Light Blue Short-Sleeve Shirt. The bottom of the sleeve should barely touch or come within 1
inch of the forearm when bent at a 90-degree angle. The collar is worn unbuttoned unless a tie is
worn, then the top button will be buttoned. Shirt garters should be considered. The shirt must be
clean, pressed, and only have 1 crease in each sleeve.
5. Flight Cap. Wear the flight cap slightly to the right with the vertical crease of the cap at the
center of the forehead in a straight line with the nose. The cap should be worn 1 inch above the
eyebrows (approximately the width of two fingers). Hair cannot stick out under the front of the
flight cap. The crown (back) of the cap will be straight and not crushed. Cadet Officers will wear
the flight cap insignia 1½ inches from the front of the left side and centered from top to bottom.
6. Lightweight Blue Jacket. The jacket must be worn zipped at least half way up. This jacket may
be worn with civilian clothing when insignia are removed. It may be worn with or without the
liner. The liner cannot be worn without the jacket. The jacket will not be worn with the sleeves
pushed up towards the elbow.
7. Ranks, Badges, Insignia. These items may be worn with a plastic or cardboard backing to
prevent these items from sagging. All badges, insignia, and nametag should be shined
8. Ribbons. All ribbons should be in proper order based upon the ribbon chart in the classroom. If a
ribbon is awarded more than once, oak leaf clusters will be used to show each additional award.
Oak leaf clusters should be put on using white Elmer’s glue. Your lowest ribbon will be worn at
the lower left position and highest ribbon will be at the top right.
9. Shoes. All shoes will be highly shined and the edges will be blackened. Edge dressing is
encouraged.
10. Socks. All socks must be solid black.
11. Belt and Buckle. The belt will be blue; made from cotton web, elastic, solid or woven. The
belt will have a silver (chrome finish) tip and a buckle. The silver tip of the belt will extend
beyond the buckle facing the wearer‘s left; however, no blue fabric will be visible between
the silver tip and silver buckle.
G. Airman Battle Uniform (ABU)
1. General. Cadets will receive ABUs in their second year in the program if they have proven
themselves to be people of honor, character, abide by all program and uniform standards, and
follow the three Air Force core values of Integrity First, Service Before Self, and Exellence in
All We Do. Command staff members will recommend cadets to the SASI for approval. The
SASI is the final authority in granting the privilege of wearing the Airman Battle Uniform. If
selected, see logistic officer, logistics NCOIC, or logistics assistant to schedule an issuing
appointment.
2. If you are wearing ABUs for a detail or designated wear day, you continue wearing them for
short convenience stops and when eating at restaurants where people wear comparable civilian
attire (ie. Fast food restaurants). Do not wear ABUs to eat in restaurants where most diners
wear business attire or dressier clothing (i.e. Olive Garden, Cheesecake Factory, etc.).
3. Do not starch or hot press the ABU. Light ironing and center creasing of the arms and AFJROTC
patch is authorized; however, repeated hot pressing or heavy ironing will accelerate the overall
wear of the fabric.
4. Females may wear the male version of the ABU if a suitable size cannot be procured for issue.
5. ABU Coat (Shirt). The bottom of the ABU coat will rest at the hips. Pockets will be secured
and items stowed in pockets will not be visible except pens stowed in the pen pocket on the
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sleeve. The top button of the ABU coat will not be fastened; however, all other buttons will be
secured at all times. The SASI may authorize sleeves to be rolled up on the ABU coat; however,
the cuffs will remain visible and the sleeve will rest at, or within 1 inch of, the forearm when the
arm is bent at a 90-degree angle. Regardless as to whether the sleeves are rolled up or unrolled,
the cuffs will remain visible at all times. The ABU coat may be removed during work details as
determined appropriate by the SASI, however, the ABU coat will be worn while interacting with
customers/clients. When ABU coat is removed, the sand colored t-shirt will be worn.
6. Cadet Rank Insignia and Accoutrements. See Attachment 6-11 in this guide for assembly
instructions and standards.
7. T-Shirt. Desert Sand colored (Tan). A desert sand (tan), short or long sleeved t-shirt will be
worn under the ABU coat. No design or scroll lettering will be visible when wearing the ABU
coat (shirt). Desert sand (tan) turtlenecks may also be authorized; thermal undergarments may be
desert sand, white or cream colored and are authorized for wear as weather conditions warrant.
T-shirts and turtlenecks will not have pockets and all must be tucked into the trousers.
8. Trousers. The trouser waistband will rest on the Airman’s waist. Pockets will be secured and
items stowed in pockets will not be visible except pens stowed in the pen pocket. Tucking the
ABU trouser into the boot is optional. Whether tucked in or bloused, the trouser must be evenly
bloused (gathered in and draped loosely) over the top of the combat boot and must present a
bloused appearance.
9. Belt. Desert Sand colored (Tan). A one piece rigger style, nylon, web belt (1 ¾ inch wide) will
be worn with ABU trousers. Belt may extend past buckle.
10. Socks (sage green). Sage green socks will be worn with the sage green or tan boots. Plain white
socks may be worn under the sage green socks as long as the white socks are not visible.
11. Sage Green Boots. Will be worn with the Airman battle uniform. Boots will be sage green, lace
up with plain rounded toe or rounded capped toe with or without a perforated seam. A zipper or
elastic inserts may be worn; however, if worn, they will be without design. Green boots can be
either with or without a safety toe. Laces will either be tied and tucked in the boot or tied and
wrapped around the boot. No ―bowtie boot laces.
12. Headgear. Headgear will be worn outdoors at all times, unless in a designated “no hat” area.
a. ABU Patrol Cap. Will only be worn with the Airman Battle Uniform. The ABU patrol
cap will rest squarely on the head with the bottom of the cap parallel with the ground.
The brim of the cap will face forward. Cap may not be pushed, rolled, folded or tucked in
(e.g. ranger fold). Cadet officers will center cap insignia on the front of the cap.
b. Beret. Worn only by designated cadets (i.e. Honor Guard, Drill Teams, etc.) and only
when approved by the SASI for wear in place of patrol cap. Position headband straight
across the forehead, 1 inch above the eyebrows. Drape the top over the right ear and the
stiffener. Align stiffener above the left eye. Adjust ribbon for comfort, tie in a knot, and
tuck inside or cut-off. Place cadet officer cap insignia ¼ inch above and parallel to the
headband.
13. Optional Undergarments. Optional undergarments are worn in addition to the desert sand (tan)
t-shirt/turtleneck.
a. Sleep Shirt. The sleep shirt may be worn under the ABU coat. The sleep shirt will not be
worn as an outer garment. The sleep shirt will not be visible under the ABU coat except
at the neck. The sleep shirt will be a solid color; colors authorized are green or sand.
b. Thermal Underwear. Desert sand, cream, or white thermal underwear may be worn
under the ABU. Thermal underwear will not be worn as an outer garment. Thermal
underwear will not be visible under the ABU trouser and coat except at the neck.
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H. Physical Training Uniform (PTU)
1. General. There are a couple PTUs available for cadets to wear: new-style USAF (blue
shorts/gray top, with AF emblem, if available), and locally purchased CA-20062 (dark blue shirt
with gray bottoms). In all cases, pants and tops will not be mixed among different sets of PTUs,
i.e. you must wear the top that matches the shorts. Wear of the PTU is mandatory during physical
training periods designated in the weekly schedule.
2. All personal grooming standards apply while participating in physical fitness activities with one
exception: though it is recommended long female hair be secured, it may have loose ends and
may extend below the collar; i.e., ponytails.
3. Proper military customs and courtesies will be rendered while in the PTU.
4. T-shirt. The short-sleeve shirt will be tucked into the shorts at all times unless actively
exercising. A short or long-sleeved matching or complementary (white, gray, blue or black)
undershirt may be worn and visible under the shirt, but it must be tucked in.
5. Shorts. Leggings in a color that match the shorts may be worn.
6. Headgear. Headgear may be worn with PT gear. For CA-20062 PTUs: the headgear must be a
solid color matching either the shirt or trunks. Headgear can only be worn outdoors. For USAF
PTUs: follow the AFI36-2903, section 7.1.7, manual on the Fulton website.
7. Socks. Socks are mandatory. Socks will be white or black if wearing USAF PTUs and may have
small trademark logos. Socks may be solid blue, gray, white or black if wearing either of the
other AFJROTC PTUs.
8. Shoes. Athletic style shoes are highly recommended.
9. Sweats. The top and bottom are optional and may be worn separately or together, and with any
of the 3 PTU combinations. They will be the first item(s) added for comfort on cold days;
additional civilian cold-weather gear can be added if absolutely necessary. But must be worn
under the Air Force PT uniform. If no sweats have been issued, civilian gear with basic colors
matching the PTU may be worn only with CA-20062 PTU. Issued sweats/sweat shirt or USAF
PTU/IPTU jacket, sweat shirt, or sweat pants are only allowed for USAF PTU.
10. Wear during other than designated PT times. Cadets may wear the PTU during the school
day on the PT day assigned for their flight or any other time authorized by the SASI. Sweatshirts
may be worn with civilian clothing but always remember that your behavior reflects upon your
fellow cadets, your AFJROTC instructors, the program and the United States Air Force.

“Trust is the emotional glue that binds followers and leaders together.”
(Bennis and Nanus, “Leaders”)
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THE WINDSOR TIE KNOT
The Windsor Tie Knot is a thick, wide and triangular tie knot that projects confidence. To tie the
Windsor Tie Knot, hold your issued blue tie and stand in front of a mirror. Follow the steps below:
1) The wide end "W" should extend about 12 inches below the narrow end
"N". Cross the wide end "W" over the narrow end "N".

2) Bring the wide end "W" up through the loop between the collar and your
tie; then back down.

3) Pull the wide end "W" underneath the narrow end "N" and to the right,
back through the loop and to the right again so that the wide end "W" is
inside out.

4) Bring the wide end "W" across the front from right to left.

5) Pull the wide end "W" up through the loop again.

6) Bring the wide end "W" down through the knot in front.

7) Using both hands, tighten the knot carefully and draw it up to the collar.

Congratulations, you did it! Keep practicing until you can tie it within 30 seconds.
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CADET PROMOTION SYSTEM
This section outlines the Senior Aerospace Science Instructor’s policy on promotions.
1. General: In order to assure each cadet in the AFJROTC program receives equal and impartial
consideration for promotion, it is necessary to establish a promotion system. All promotions will be
based upon the cadet’s initiative and performance, as determined by Performance Evaluations,
Promotion Tests, and Promotion Boards.
2. Promotions are not rewarded for good attendance or just meeting minimum academic standards.
They are given to those cadets who demonstrate outstanding performance and potential for positions
of increased responsibility.
3. Anyone wishing to be considered for promotion must submit a promotion application before the
posted deadline. If a cadet has a “D”, “F” or “U” in AFJROTC, he/she is not eligible for promotion.
4. There will be two promotion cycles per year: Cycle-A in October-November and Cycle-B in MarchApril. The most current and relevant grades will be used to determine GPA eligibility.
5. The Permanent Rank system will be used for cadets who do not meet promotion criteria during the
two school year promotion cycles. Permanent ranks are as follows:
End of 1st Year
C/Airman

End of 2nd Year
End of 3rd Year
C/Airman First Class C/Senior Airman

End of 4th Year
C/Staff Sergeant

6. Eligibility Criteria: See Promotion Matrix for promotion criteria and steps for each rank (a number
in the grid denotes a promotion step for that rank.) Any cadet who does not meet ALL of the
minimum requirements will not be eligible for promotion. (Note: To hold an officer rank, cadets
must have a position in the unit that requires officer rank.)
7. Promotion test score will determine what rank a cadet may compete for. Cadets will have to
successfully complete the drill evaluation for the same rank level but must first complete all rank
evaluations leading up to the qualifying rank; any drill evaluation not successfully completed will
stop the drill evaluation process and the last successful level will become the new qualifying rank.
Final approval of rank jump lies with the SASI.
 Normally, first-year cadets will not promote beyond Cadet Staff Sergeant. Second-year
cadets will not promote beyond Cadet Chief Master Sergeant. Third-year cadets will not
promote beyond Cadet Captain.
 Every cadet must serve actively as a Cadet Master Sergeant before reaching Senior Master
Sergeant or higher.
8. All cadet records will be reviewed by the Board President and members prior to the promotion
board.
9. Promotion Board: The time and place will be announced in accordance with the schedule listed.
The board will consider eligible cadets for promotion. Board members and those meeting the Board
will wear the Air Force uniform as directed by the corps commander. The board consists of four
members from the command staff to include the acting president. The members of the board are
made up as follows:
President: Cadet corps commander, acting corps commander, or SASI special assistant
Two panel members: Cadet operations officer, cadet mission support officer, and/or cadet
logistics officer. Note: The SASI special assistant may substitute as a board member, if needed.
Door and applicant management: Cadet First Sergeant. Note: NCOICs may fill in if necessary.
10. Board Results: Promotion Board recommendations will be presented to the SASI for final approval.
11. Orders: All promotions will be announced on Special Orders and will be effective on the first of the
month or a date selected by the SASI.
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Ineligibility: Any violation of the Cadet Honor Code will result in a cadet being ineligible for
promotion for the rest of the school year or possible removal from the Corps.
“The only thrill worthwhile is the one that comes from making something out of yourself”
(W. Feather)

SASI Package Review & Decision

Corps Commander Package Review &
Recommendation

SASI/Corps Commander Interview

Operations Officer Package Review &
Recommendation

Cadet Promotion Board

Drill Evaluation (Minimum)

Promotion Test (Minimum Score)

Records Review (UIF/FIF)

Flight Chief Record Review/Cadet Evaluation
form/Recommendation

Current AFJROTC Grade/Work Habits/
Cooperation Marks/GPA (2.0 Minimum)

Rank Title (Promoting
To)

Promotion Application

Rank Abbreviation

Promotion Matrix

AIRMEN
Cadet Airman

C/Amn

1

Cadet Airman First Class

C/A1C

1

Cadet Senior Airman

C/SrA

1

Cadet Staff Sergeant

C/SSgt

1

Cadet Technical Sergeant

C/TSgt

1

Cadet Master Sergeant
Cadet Senior Master
Sergeant
Cadet Chief Master
Sergeant

C/MSgt

1

C/SMSgt

1

C/CMSgt

1

Cadet Second Lieutenant

C/2Lt

1

Cadet First Lieutenant

C/1Lt

1

Cadet Captain

C/Cpt

1

Cadet Major

C/Maj

1

Cadet Lieutenant Colonel

C/Lt Col

1

Cadet Colonel

C/Col

1

5
6
(45%)
(80%)
5
6
2
3
4
(50%)
(80%)
5
6
2
3
4
(60%)
(80%)
Non-Commissioned Officers (NCOs)
5
6
2
3
4
(70%)
(85%)
5
6
2
3
4
(75%)
(85%)
Senior Non-Commissioned Officers (SNCOs)
5
6
2
3
4
(80%)
(90%)
5
6
2
3
4
(85%)
Recert
6
2
3
4
Recert
Company-Grade Officers
6
2
3
4
Recert
6
2
3
4
Recert
6
2
3
4
Recert
Company-Grade Officers
6
2
3
4
Recert
6
2
3
4
Recert
6
2
3
4
Recert
2

3

4

7

8

9

7

8

9

7

8

9

7

8

9

10

7

8

9

10

7

8

9

10

7

8

9

10

7

8

9

10

7

8

9

7

8

9

7

8

9

7

8

9

7

8

9

7

8

9

“Share your inner gifts with your personnel; your warmth, enthusiasm and sensitivity.”
(F. A. Manske)
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Promotion Test Categories
ATTITUDE, DISCIPLINE, AND RESPECT (A, D&R)

CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES (C&C)

DRILL AND CEREMONIES (D&C)

ETHICS AND CORE VALUES (E&CV)

HISTORY (H)

UNIFORM AND APPEARANCE (U&A)

LEADERSHIP (L)

ORGANIZATION (O)

RANK & INSIGNIA (R&I)

“Effective Leaders work throughout the organization; they do not just sit on top.”
(H. Mintzberg)
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Drill Evaluation Criteria by “Promotion To” Rank
Rank

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Reporting:
1. Entrance/ Salute
2. Statement
3. Exit at end

Hand Salute:
1. Present Arms
2. Order Arms

Positions:
1. Attention
2. Parade Rest
3. At Ease
4. Rest
5. Fall Out

Reporting:
1. Entrance/ Salute
2. Statement
3. Exit at end

Hand Salute:
1. Present Arms
2. Order Arms

Positions:
1. Attention
2. Parade Rest
3. At Ease
4. Rest
5. Fall Out

Reporting:
1. Entrance/ Salute
2. Statement
3. Exit at end

Hand Salute:
1. Present Arms
2. Order Arms

Positions:
1. Attention
2. Parade Rest
3. At Ease
4. Rest
5. Fall Out

Reporting:
1. Entrance/ Salute
2. Statement
3. Exit at end

Participant:
 Flight Drill
Sequence

Voice Commands:
1. Positions
2. Facing
Movements

Reporting:
1. Entrance/ Salute
2. Statement
3. Exit at end

Participant:
 Flight Drill
Sequence

Voice Commands:
1. Positions
2. Facing
Movements
3. Marching
4. Cadence

Voice Commands
(VC):

Flight Drill
Sequence
Recertify (VC):

Flight Drill
Sequence
Recertify (VC):

Flight Drill
Sequence
Recertify (VC):

Flight Drill
Sequence

Command in
Drill (CiD):
 Flight Drill
Sequence
Recertify (CiD):

Flight Drill
Sequence
Recertify (CiD):

Flight Drill
Sequence
Recertify (CiD):

Flight Drill
Sequence

Cadet Airman

Cadet Airman
First Class

Cadet Senior
Airman

Cadet Staff
Sergeant

Cadet Technical
Sergeant

Cadet Master
Sergeant
Cadet Senior
Master Sergeant
Cadet Chief
Master Sergeant
All Cadet
Officers
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Task 4
Facing
Movements:
1. Right Face
2. Left Face
3. About Face
4. Half Right
Face
5. Half Left
Face
Facing
Movements:
1. Right Face
2. Left Face
3. About Face
4. Half Right
Face
5. Half Left
Face
Facing
Movements:
1. Right Face
2. Left Face
3. About Face
4. Half Right
Face
5. Half Left
Face

Command in
Drill:
1. Positions
2. Facing
Movements
Command in
Drill:
1. Positions
2. Facing
Movements
3. Marching
4. Cadence

Task 5

Marching:
1. Quick Time
March
2. Halt
3. To-The-Rear
4. Change Step

Marching:
1. Quick Time
March
2. Halt
3. To-The-Rear
4. Change Step
5. Half Step
6. Column
Movements
7. Flanking
Movements

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION PROGRAM
Cadets that have less than a 2.0 average may not be eligible for any awards or special recognition. If a
cadet has a “D,” “F” or “U” in AFJROTC, he/she is not eligible. Three levels of awards exist:
National, AFJROTC and CA-20062. National awards and several AFJROTC-level awards have
criteria established in Air Force Junior ROTC Operational Supplement: Chapter 7: Uniform and
Awards—you will find this posted on Fultonprep.net in the AFJROTC Cadet Resource center. The
following AFJROTC-level awards have criteria established by the SASI:
Award
Activities Ribbon

Frequency
Annual

Attendance Ribbon

Semester

Awareness Presentation
Team Badge
Color Guard Ribbons

Annual

Dress and Appearance
Ribbon

Semester

Drill Team Ribbon

See Criteria

Good Conduct Ribbon

Semester

Recruiting Ribbon

See criteria

Service Ribbon

See criteria

Orienteering Ribbon

Annual

See Criteria

Criteria
Actively participate in at least one designated co-curricular activity other than
color guard, drill team, and special teams completion. Activities include, but
are not limited to orienteering teams, model rocketry clubs, AFJROTC
academic teams, hiking trips and AFJROTC sports teams.

Maximum of one award per participating cadet per year. Oakleaf clusters
follow initial ribbon

Approved by SASI

No unexcused tardiness or absences

Approved by SASI

Awarded for participation on an Awareness Presentation Team

Approved by SASI

Awarded along with, white honor guard cord and white beret once cadets
qualify as honor guard members as shown by executing a minimum of 5 honor
guard details and are recommended by the cadet in charge (CIC) of honor
guard.

Note: To maintain the privilege of wearing the cord and beret in subsequent
school years, and earn the oak leaf cluster to the color guard ribbon, cadets
must participate in at least 1 honor guard event per semester, attend 75% of all
practice sessions after school, and adhere to the flag raising/lowering
schedule.

Approved by SASI

Average of 90% on all uniform inspections and no “Failure to Wear” or “Not
Made Up” marks

Approved by SASI
Drill team has to be established for the school year for this award to be active.
Criteria is as follows:

Must be an honor guard member in good standing

Must attend 90% of all drill team practices

Perform in at least 3 drill team performances in one school year

Participate in school’s US Flag raising and lowering detail rotation schedule.

Recommended by drill team leader to CIC of honor guard

Recommended by CIC of honor guard

Approved by SASI

No “U”’s on any progress report and/or report card during the semester

Approved by SASI

Recruit 1 student who enrolls into the AFJROTC program

Approved by SASI

Awarded for every 7 hours of community service that cadets complete. The
intial award is the service ribbon followed by the oak leaf cluster for
additional 7 hour community service increments.

Approved by SASI
Awarded to cadets who participate in an orienteering competition against other
JROTC unit orienteering teams


Nominations for the following CA-20062-level awards are based on the cadet’s/flight’s academic
achievement, military bearing and appearance, wear and care of the uniform, participation in cocurricular activities, attendance, and attitude. First-year cadets can compete for the Junior Cadet of the
Quarter and Junior Cadet of the Year. Except for the Senior Staff, every upper-class cadet is eligible to
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compete for Cadet of the Quarter and Cadet of the Year. The following is the break-out of the CA20062 awards that can be given (at the discretion of the SASI):
Award
Junior Cadet
Flight Sergeant
Element Leader
Flight Chief
Staff NCOIC
Outstanding Cadet
Honor Flight

Frequency
Quarterly, Annually
Quarterly, Annually
Quarterly, Annually
Quarterly, Annually
Quarterly, Annually
Quarterly, Annually
Semester

Nominated by
Flight Chief and above
Flight Chief and above
Flight Sergeants and above
Command Staff
Command Staff
Element Leader and above
N/A

Cadets Eligible
First-year cadets only
All Flight Sergeants
All Element Leaders
All Flight Chiefs
Allow Support Staff NCOICs
Upper-class cadets except Senior Staff
See below

Honor Flight is a prestigious award given to the top flight based upon ratings in the following five
areas:
 Academics: A flights average GPA, over all periods, will form the academic
measurement for Honor Flight consideration. Cadets who receive a “D” or lower in
AFJROTC will be disqualified from receiving the award with their flights.
 Discipline: This is a subjective rating assigned by the SASI, ASI, and the Cadet
Command Staff.
 Drill: The flight drill sequence score of both the Flight and Flight Commander will be
used in this category.
 Physical Training: This score will be derived from the five categories of the Presidential
Fitness Exam that each cadet will take.
 Teamwork: This is a subjective rating assigned by the SASI, ASI, and the Cadet
Command Staff.
 Uniform Inspections: Based on the flights average uniform inspection percentage.
Presentation of the Honor Flight will occur once each semester. The flight with the highest overall
score based on the five categories will be awarded Honor Flight. Final approval rests with the SASI. If
no flight meets the eligibility, the best flight will be recognized as the Top Flight.
If the Squadron Commander feels there are no deserving cadets/flights, a nomination is not required.
Winners of individual awards will receive extra points for his/her flight toward the Honor Flight
Award and toward their grade in AFJROTC. To be eligible for the annual awards, a cadet has to be a
quarterly award winner. Receiving an award is an honor and the winner is expected to act accordingly.
Understand this: What you put into AFJROTC is what you will get back from AFJROTC. Get
involved and you will enjoy your experience. Don’t be afraid to try – you will never learn if you don’t
try. The instructors are here to teach and guide you as you grow and develop into confident and
disciplined leaders.

WHO ARE WE? AIR FORCE!
WHERE DO WE LIVE? FULTON!
WHAT DO WE DO? LEAD THE WAY!
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AFJROTC CADET CREED
I am an Air Force Junior ROTC Cadet.

I am connected and faithful to every Corps of Cadets who served their community
and nation with patriotism.

I earn respect when I uphold the Core Values of Integrity First, Service Before
Self, and Excellence In All We Do.

I will always conduct myself to bring credit to my family, school, Corps of Cadets,
community, and to myself.

My character defines me. I will not lie, cheat, or steal. I am accountable for my
actions and deeds.

I will hold others accountable for their actions as well. I will honor those I serve
with, those who have gone before me, and those who will come after me.

I am a Patriot, a Leader, and a Wingman devoted to those I follow, serve, and lead.

I am an Air Force Junior ROTC Cadet.
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CADENCE JODIES
CA-20062 JODIE
A-F-J-R-O-T-C
WE CAN BE ALL WE CAN BE
RUN ALL DAY AND RUN ALL NIGHT
WE BRING OUR BEST TO THE FIGHT
C-A-2-0-0-6-2
WE BELIEVE IN THE RED WHITE AND BLUE
IF YOU SEE US ON THE STREET
THE FUTURE LEADERS YOU WILL MEET
WE HAVE CHOSEN TO LEAD THE WAY
IF YOU CAN’T HANG THAN YOU CAN’T STAY
OUR FUTURES ARE BRIGHT WE LIKE TO AIM HIGH
WATCH US SOAR UP IN THE SKY
C-A-2-0-0-6-2
LOOK OUT FULTON WERE COMING THROUGH

HEY HEY JODIE
HEY-HO-HEY-HO!
GET YOUR PT GEAR AND RUN OUT THE DOOR!
HEY-HO-HEY-HO!
COME ON OUT ITS TIME TO PLAY!
HEY-HO-HEY-HO!
WE’RE GONNA RUN WE’RE GONNA RUN WE’RE GONNA RUN ALL DAY!
HEY-HO-HEY-HO!
WE’RE GONNA RUN WE’RE GONNA RUN WE’RE GONNA RUN SOME MORE!
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EVERYWHERE WE GO JODIE
EVERYWHERE WE GO
PEOPLE WANT TO KNOW
WHO WE ARE
SO WE TELL THEM
WE ARE THE AIR FORCE
MIGHTY MIGHTY AIR FORCE
WE LEAD THE WAY
EACH AND EVERY DAY

MAMA JODIE
(*** Best used during quick-time march ***)
MAMA MAMA LOOK AT ME
I AM IN J-R-O-T-C
MAMA MAMA LOOK AT ME
I AM IN J-R-O-T-C
FEELING FINE AND LOOKING GOOD
I OUGHTA BE IN HOLLYWOOD
FEELING FINE AND LOOKING GOOD
I OUGHTA BE IN HOLLYWOOD
RUNNING LONG AND RUNNING STRAIGHT
IT ALWAYS MAKES ME FEEL SO GREAT
RUNNING LONG AND RUNNING STRAIGHT
IT ALWAYS MAKES ME FEEL SO GREAT
MAMA MAMA LOOK AT ME
I AM IN J-R-O-T-C
MAMA MAMA LOOK AT ME
I AM IN J-R-O-T-C
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AIR FORCE SONG
Off we go into the wild blue yonder,
Climbing high into the sun
Here they come zooming to meet our thunder
At'em boys, giv'er the gun!
Down we dive spouting our flaming from under
Off with one helluva roar!
We live in flame or go down in flame
Nothing'll stop the US Air Force!
Minds of men fashioned a crate of thunder
Sent it high into the blue
Hands of men blasted the world asunder,
How they lived God only knew!
Souls of men dreaming of skies to conquer
Gave us wings ever to soar.
With scout before and bomber galore,
Nothing can stop the US Air Force!
Here's a toast to the host of those who
love the vastness of the sky,
To a friend we send this message
of his brother men who fly.
We drink to those who gave their all of old
Then down we roar to score the rainbow's
pot of gold.
A toast to the host of men we boast
The US Air Force!
Off we go into the wild sky yonder
Keep the wing level and true
If you'd live to be a gray haired wonder
Keep the nose out of the blue
Flying men, guarding our nation's borders
We'll be there followed by more
In echelon, we carry on
Nothing can stop the US Air Force!
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DON'T QUIT
When things go wrong as they sometimes will,
When the road you're trudging seems all up hill,
When the funds are low and the debts are high
And you want to smile, but you have to sigh,
When care is pressing you down a bit,
Rest if you must, but don't you quit.
Life is tough with its twists and turns,
As every one of us sometimes learns,
And many a failure turns about
When he might have won had he stuck it out;
Don't give up though the pace seems slow-You may succeed with another blow,
Success is failure turned inside out-The silver tint of the clouds of doubt,
And you never can tell how close you are,
It may be near when it seems so far;
So stick to the fight when you're hardest hit-It's when things seem worst that you must not quit.
Edgar A. Guest
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